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I 
I'NTRODUCT ION 
ELE'1ENTARY EDUCATION lN RURAL CHINA 
From time immemorial each nation or race has had its 
own educational aim and developed its own educational 
method according to the light they possessed . The ancient 
Greek believed that each individual should have an oopor-
tuni ty for development so as to attain 1ro ohysical Derfec-
tion,courage and a habit of complete obedience to the law, 
for this development aimed at the good and the beautiful. 
As a result of these characteristics they first formulat-
ed that conception which we yet call "Liberal." The {Omans 
placed the ernnhasis on effectiveness and usefulness and 
force of character and military strength with no higher 
aspect of life. Chinese elementary education in rural dis-
trict aimed to develop the brain and the formation of vir-
tue,as taught by her sages but had no advancement for the 
social welfare of the peoole and this system was known as 
the most perfect type of static or formal education . For 
this reason China had become isolated from the world un-
til recent years . 
'( 
A. HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF H'LEI..iENTARY EDUCATION 
China is one of the oldest nations of the world and 
yet her educational system is still in its infancy . Let us 
glance into her history and see how her educational sus-
tern has been devel oped into the present form . 
,, 
Before the Chow dynasty (23,7 -1122 B. C. ) the materi-
als of Chinese education consisted of a set of princi~les 
handed down from father to son . The aim of education at 
this period was to g i ve to the people such training and 
discioline, both by words and deeds as to enable thei!l to 
live the right kind of life and to be good citizen) This 
education gave them practical and ethical aims . But durin~ 
the Chow dJrnasty ( 1122-249 B. C. ) great changes took place 
and the educati"\t# system was modified in many differenc e 
ways,reading,music,poetry , ethical training being intro-
duced into the curriculum . 
During Confucius' time the aim of education was to 
develop oneself into a man of virtue and culture. He said, 
"A gem unwrought serves no useful end, so man untaught 
will never know what the right conduct is . "He gathered 
three thousand disciples whom he taught how to stud . He 
said , "Study as if you could never reach the point you seelc 
to attain and hold on to all you have learned as if ypu 
fear to lose it. 11 , , _ 
Jl0 - ~ L,_; w~ C?...Jfv~ 
1 lj . .S. Ho. ~ ! -
'2 ~~eJ_~ 
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r~encius (372-2~9 B. C. ), The disciple :: of Confucius, 
laid down the moral elements . He believed that man is cre-
ated with a e;ood nature , and is formed for virtue and his 
natural inclination to good is like the tendency of water 
to flow downward . During his whole life of teaching he put 
special e~phasis on virtue and told his discioles that 
even a orince who does hot honour virtue and delight in 
its ways is not worthy of honor . 
After the age of peace and tra)(nquility which was 
known as the golden age, there came the age of confusion 
and suffering ln the educational realm . Upon the accession 
of the emperor Tsain (231-20::> B . C . ) ·and owing to his ex-
trerae jealousy, the most brilliant scholars were put to 
death and all the writings of the sages were destroyed, 
tha national training had passed beyond return , the state 
elementar~' school died' out and the educational s ystem was 
abolished. It was not however, until the Han dynasty that 
the educational system began to revive . At this ]Oint the 
government sent out her ablest men to search for the best 
writings and to devise means to promote the intellectual 
life of the nation . This task occuoied two centuries. ~en 
the work was completed it was taken to the emperor for 
approval. This system was known as the appointment s stem 
because it was appointed by the government and approved 
--
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by the emueror. 
The appointment system became too narrow for it had 
the tendency to prepare men for government office and to 
develop the spirit ~ of , .· a.ris ~f.p.cy. I ndustrial education 
came to be looked upon with disdain and those that favored 
that pursuit as not worthy to be scholars . This spirit had 
lingered in the mind of the Chinese until the time when 
Confucianism was made the state _philosophy, and it became 
the basis of Chinese ~ education. This education was dis-
placed by the competitiva examination which had been es-
tablished by emperor Tal Chung of the Tang.Dynasty in 631 
A.D . The competitive examination involved the se-called 
dogma of formal discipline which was democt atic in charac-
ter because the examination was open to all classes of 
people and through this system the peace and safety of 
the public were maintained. This system continued to be in 
operation until it was displaced by the modern education. 
1. THE TRADITIONAL METHOD THROUGH THE AGES 
ln the Chow dynasty the wisdom of Chinese antiquity 
had been built up by settled principles and these princi-
ples had been handed down from generation to generation 
and regarded as the highest wlsdom . In Confusius' time the 
educational method placed emphasis on virtue and culture 
of the mind. Mencius put special em hasis on moral train-
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ing and believed that the wealth and prosperity o~ the 
nation depend upon the morality of the peoole.The appoint-
ment system aimed to develop the spirit of literary aris-
tocracy. The competitive examination system developed dem-
ocratic character. Each stage had its own special a im and 
method , but nevertheless all maintained that education is 
the production of the progress of the nation. 
a. A Typical Chinese school 
It was believed that in order to maintain the country 
in a progressive state the boys should be educated, this 
led to the conclusion that in a village of fifty families 
there should be a school for boys. However eager the were 
for the educati on of the young, ~ no building was e-
rected for this purpose. Most of the elementary schools 
were found in private houses,owned either by the teachers 
or by the patron, and the larger schools were found in the 
ancestral halls or idol temples. There was no attractive-
ness and no conveniences for 0lay grounds and gymnasiua . 
However large or small, the school was held in laree 
room, without windows to admit the sun light, so the only 
light available was from the open court or the sky-light. 
In the corner of the class room there stood the imace of 
Confucius, the teacher of wisdom from whom all the Chinese 
wisdom flows. The pupil furnished his own desk and stool 
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consequently a great variety of odds and ends of furni-
ture was exhibited in the school room. On one corner of 
the teacher ' s desk lay the yard stick to indicate the se-
verity of the teacher and to prevent the misbehavior of 
the pupils. On the other corner there lay the square ruler 
to indicate the orinci~le to rule with squareness. Accord-
ing to t h e current proverb,the relation of teacher and pu-
pil resembled that of father and son. One of the earliest 
I 
v.rri ters declared that "to rear without instruction is a 
father's fault , and to teach without severity shows a 
teacher 's indolence. 11 
Because Chinese education is based upon the wisdom 
of the ancient and of those ancient Confucius was chief, 
at the beginning of the school special respect was paid 
to the sage who was regarded as the patron of learning . As 
soon as the pup ~l had bowed to the image of Confucius, he 
turned to his teacher and paid the s&~e respect to him . 
The child entered the shoal at the age of six or 
seven, the San Z Ching or the Trimetrical' classic was s ive 
en to him to be committed to memory. The teacher read over 
the lines and the boy repeated t h e sound until he could 
repeated them correctly,then he went to his seat and re-
peated them shrilly at the top of his voic'e. The shouting 
seemed to be indisnensible part of the ch ild's education. 
I ~~e}.~ 
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11 1f he is not shouting how can the teacher be sure that 
he is s tudying and when he is shouting there is nothing 
more to be desired . " The teach er was supposed to keep trac k 
of the babel of sound and be able to detect any mlspro-
nounclation. When the pupil had learned his lesson,that is 
to memorize the whole lesson by heart;he then repeated 
the whole lesson to the teacher . lf he had forbotten a 
phrase,in trying to recall it, he would keep on repeating 
the last phrase until association regained the missing 
link,then he plunged forward again as before. 
b. The resulting strength and weakness of the tradi-
tional methods . 
ln view of Chinese education there is to be found 
both strength and weakness in its system. There are no reg-
ular school hours, no regular trained teacher, no school 
funds and no school curriculum adauted to the needs of 
the pupils . Their study consisted of the study of history 
of Chinese classics, Chinese literature, but no science, 
nor geography, n on history of.other nations. It tends to 
create a type rather than indi~idual, a type that is too 
remote from life. ~ odern education tends to socialize life 
and to prepare men for the activities of life rather than 
to be mere luxury for a few literary aristocrats. But 
nevertheless this system of education affords an excellent 
cw:Lv ~-~ J~ q 
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training for the retention of what has been once learned. 
The aim was to develop memory and concentration.The memory 
development was varied by writing the lessons, which began 
with tracing of g ood ch aracters through the thin 'hinese 
paper with the Chinese pen. Further advanced pupils s 
learned the compound sentence in which each word and i-
dea balances, one in the companion sentence. All these 
taxed the power of memory and initiated hlm ~ into the 
learning of his country. 'rhe result of all this is that a 
well-educated Chi nese scholar knows his classi es by heart 
and can write an elaborate essay . 
2. JODERN CHANGES DUE TO THE STUDY OF WESTERN METHODS 
OF TEACHING 
In view of the fact that the traditional methods of 
the Chinese educational system had failed to promote the 
progress of the country, her civilization went backward 
instead of forward,or at least remained in a static con-
dition, while the other nations were progressing by leaps 
and bounds. :Hoeeover China had been invaded by other na-
tions and in spite of her wealth , her people, her history 
and her land , she was utterly unable to protect herself 
and to compete with other nations . 
For many centuries China had been a secluded nation 
and even in 1834 foreign intercourse was practically con-
14 
fined to one part , Canton, and was carried on there under 
riBid restructions. All her doors and been closed to out-
side influence, open only against her will while the other 
nations h ad travelled far and wide trying to expand their 
manufacture to other countries.The invention of the steam 
boat had added much to the f acilities for trave l and for 
communication with other nations. The Europeans had g one 
every where and wherever they went they had Jtaken their 
civilization nd their commercial and industrial methods 
with them. China felt the e ffect and after the Treaty at 
Nanking five ports were opened for foreign trade. he ef-
fect of the treaty was to stimul a te the growth of com-
merce greatly and to make way for the missionary 
prise. 
enter-
The Christ ian movement was important from the reli-
gious and moral standpoint, for it brought the Chinese into 
contact with Western religious ideals. Missionaries were 
more widely scattered than the merchants,for they li~ed in 
the lnterio as well as the port cities. Their object was 
to give China the best civilization, the civilization of 
the Gospel. As a means of getting access to the people 
they established schools in which Western as well as 
Chinese learning was taught. The first Chine se who studied 
abroad had received h is preparatory work in one of the 
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mission schools . ln addition to the school work the mis-
sionaries brought many new ideas to the Chinese and sa~e 
them me d ical s cience, and orinting press,so that their con-
s e rvatism was gradually removed. 
The first Chinese graduate from a Western univer s ity 
was i mpressed with what he had seen abroad and resolved to 
make China prepared to take her place among the other na-
t i ons, by persuading the g overnment to send boys to the 
Western schools so as to be future leaders of the nation 
and to guide the people through the inevitable trans-
fornation. 
ln the mean time a few tentative changes were made in 
the old examination system so as to make it conform bet-
ter to new conditions. ln 1862 the first modern school was 
establishe d in China and since that date there came an a-
wakening for new le arning and in 1905 the old system was 
abol ished and the school in the big cities were recon-
structed on the modern system. The elementary schools we re 
divided into highe r and l ower orimary grades with s e p ar-
ate rooms and classes in regu~ $Ch~ buildings, and in 
many places play srounds and gymna siuns were orovlded for 
the physical education . The curriculaum consisted of ethics, 
Chinese classics,Chinese literature , mathematics, history, 
science,geograuhy and drills . Moral tra ining was e muhasized 
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by pointing out the good quality of the sages in China . 
£nthusiasm for the new education spread like wild 
fire and the sjstem grew like a mushroom. The Western 
learning beeame so popular that the mental revolution con-
I 
tinued in action. 3ishop Bashford said , ·•china has a great 
lesson to learn from the Western wo~ld as to the intellec-
tual and scientific side of industrial training, but the 
Western world has great lesson to learn fnom China on uni-
versal instruction." 
B . THS LANGUAGE CONDITIONS UNDER ffilCH 'l'HE CHINESE 
TEAC ER MUST WORK 11~ TH" EL~ 1\:NTARY SCHOOJ... 
The Chinese language is considered one of the most 
difficult languages of t he world. The written character 
was first developed from simple to complex and has gone 
through many variations until it came to the prese1~t from. 
1t has been recorded in the Chinese history that in the 
earliest time before that Chinese character was invented 
the first settlers of the empire preserved the records of 
passing events by means of knotted cords, big events were 
indicated by big knots and small events by small knots. 
The real Chinese character did not begin to be used until 
the Shang dynasty about the l~th century B.C. At that time 
the character vas only the representation of certain ob-
73~, ~~;~~ 
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ject such as the character of the sun represen~thus _ or 
the moon thus~ and even down to 800 B.C . the variation was 
still in action . Toward 213 ~ . C.the educational syste de-
teriorated for the king , Tsin,had ordered all the scholars 
' to be burned to death, and without the Chinese character 
writers, the writings 9roduced by the future generations 
became ugly. But ~s the peopbe became more civilized and 
their mental capacity e:xpanded in the space of two cent -
ries the characters were increased eeven tines , and new 
characters were add~d to their book of learnin5 , which in-
creased to 10,000 , until now the Chinese Hong •lay dictiona 
ary contains 40,000 characters . 
ln view of the inmense number of characters the Chi-
nese teacher finds no easy t . sk in teaching the children 
to read as well es to write . In the elenentary period the 
most im ortant characters are taught with mus ch pain and 
strictness, ln teaching the child to read the teacher must 
/'vf>:,'J 
say the characters over and over until th~ is able to pro-
duce the same sound , and in teaching the nupil to write, 
the teacher v1ri tes the characters with his own hand, then 
lets the oupil tr ace it over a piece of this oaper . lence 
the teacher must Jmow how to write well as well DS -how 
to read well . 
1 . IDEJGRAPHIC C:J:A ACT• OF CHINES~ LANGUAG;!. AND Dlf -
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E'ICULTIES INVOLVED 
The written character has a varied origin. It has no 
regular phonetic system but is made up of thousands of 
complicated ideographs. he language co~sists of monosylla-
bles. There are no distinct parts of speech, and no in-
flections, and the grammatical relations and meaning are 
indicated by postion in sentence, and by combinations 
with qualifying words . Most of these characters begin 
with simple picture object;thus, as the mountain , shan ~ 
but now thus J... A well, tsang, anciently thus ~ is now thus # 
There are simple characters, that is, the;re r is just one 
character and forrn - one word like~.but there are compound 
J 
characters such as the sun thus - 1~ and the moon thus -~ 
Placed next to each other we have the compound word bright , 
thus a~, 
The form of the language is so different from the ver-
necular in its rules of composition, its style and even 
its vocabulary, that it adds to the difficulty of educa-
tion and of communicating ideas to the mass of the people . 
ln the sooken Chinese several ideas are frequently repre-
" .. 
sented by the same sound- such as the woed pearl is sound-
ed the same as the word"pig: The same is true of the writ-
ten language, the character "square" is written the same 
as the character "place." The idea expressed in the sen-
19 
tence is often determined by the context sentence . 
2. OTE ~.1:EUOR1ZAT lON -~ THODS USlNG A PHONE.1 lC AL?HA-
BET 
The Chinese character has no alphabet but is made up 
of thousands of characters and each character stands for 
a word . When a child enters school he must learn these 
characters one by one and be able to write the character 
correctly . Much time b ad been consumed le arning to write 
the characters and much energy is required to memorize 
them. Unlike the alohabetic system if the child forge ts 
the character he is helpless to recall its i nage. 
ln the case of Western learning, VJhen the child learns 
the 26 letters in the alphabet he will be able to write 
any word in the lesson. 1f the Chinese could have a simple 
alphabet it would insure a ereat saving of time in the pro-
cess of learning. The American boy at the age of nine or 
ten who has been in school two or three ,Yeci¥S: will be 
able to read books with understanding and can write a 
letter in ordinary fashion. The Chinese languag e with all 
its complicated characters does not make it possible for 
boys to read a nd write intelligently in the same period . 
.l.n most cases the child may be able to read the charac-
ters correctly but fail to know the meaning. This failure 
produces the illiteracy of the masses . Unless a simpler 
20 
method of learning the character in invented the educa-
tion of the masses will be greatly handicapped , and learn-
ing will continue to be confined to the chosen few . 
21 
II 
SOCIAL BACK GROUND OF ELEMENTARY H;DUCATlON 1N RURAL CHlNA 
However the Chinese respect tearning,and although much 
honor has been conferred upon the literary class and they 
have been placed irst in society, unfortunately this 
class was confined to the chosen few aristocrats. finly 
five per ~ent of the whole population were members ofthis 
class and yet the nation was known for culture and learn-
ing. Her -;Jhilosophers , her great thinlcers, and her moral 
teachers &n~ laid the corner stone of learning centuries 
ago,so that all future generations should be taught as 
they had been taught and should learn what they aad 
learned, so that the whole nP.tion might be educated and 
preserve this profound learning. 
lt is said "The ma)ority rule." Who are them jority? 
" Out of the four classes in society, the scholars } tne farm-
ers, the vvorking men and the merchants, the farmers stand 
in the majority. lt has been estimated that out of the 
400,000,000 peoule in China three fourths are farmers and 
live in rural China, that is 300,000,000 belong to this 
class': :B'rom this standooint China is dominantly and over-
whelmingly rural. uwing to the traditional system of edu-
J. "P~. ~ ~ ;b dv.±-~ 
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cation manual labor has been looked upon with disdain 
"kot. 
and worthy of scholars . The farmei- s are looked u pon as in-
"" 
feriors, because of their shabby appearance , the baoboo 
hats they wear, the half naked bodies, the muddy hands and 
feet, the co~rse food they eat, an d the kind of work they 
perform in the midst of violent storm and burning sun. 
But nevertheless in spite of their appearan ce and labor 
they were esteemed even by the classical writers who had 
recorded in the Chinese books that the children may be 
reminded ea~h day when they partake of the three meals to 
remember the hardship of the farm ers, those who feed the 
nat ion, and who had exerted their physical strength to 
assist nature to produce her increase that the nation 
might have cont i nuous feast . In spite of the fact that 
they are denied the book of learni ,1g, history shows that 
the most of the great men who be came leaders of the na-
tion were once farmers . Hence the farmers are not only 
nhysically but mentally sound. 
Rural China is divided into villages which consist 
of from fifty to a thousand inhabitants who are separated 
from each other by rice fields , mountains,valleys and riv-
ers . Some of these villages have amazing historical sisni-
ficance,in the circumstances in which they were founded , 
and in the way gen e 'alogy could be traced back through 
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the ancestral tablets . I~ each village there exis~s one 
family n ame . If Mr . Smith had founded a village all the 
Smiths should reside in that village . l f Mr . Jones lived in 
that villa e all the Jones t es should live there also . So 
likewise with the other v i llages. lnstead of addressing 
each other Hr . So- and- s o, they would say urand father So-
and-so or uncle So- and~so,or brother So-and- a o , according 
to the age of the person to whom he referred . This kinsman-
ship lead to the csan syste so that they stand b each 
other in time of peace as well as in time of war . l n order 
to pnrsue peace and prospersity each v illage had one or 
more elders chosen by the oeoole to supervise the affairs 
for the clan . He must be a man of repute , lus moral char-
acter, and be able to suoervise the JeoJle intellit;ently . 
This clan system furnishes the spirit of cooperation with-
in their own boundar _, and lndeoendente. of the spirit of o-
ther clans , but the social sroup that is of fund ~ental 
imoe r tance in the culture and life of the nation is denied . 
As a rule the farmers re sim ple minded1 courteous, 
well- m~nner., patient , and willing to endure hardship , but 
narrow in their ou t look. Their occuoation has constantly 
drawn their attention to nature . They depend upon the sun 
and the rain to assist their lab.o1" and they study the 
weather , the s eason of the year and soil of the ground 
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that will produce the best crop. They constantly deoend 
upon the unknown Beine; for blessing and in order to ob-
tain this blessing the r erected idols and shrines and 
make s a crifice to the idols of nature. 
,.. 
A. A TYPICAL CHl N.l:SE HOHE 
A home is a social insti t l· tion and the ~irst school 
for the child is the home . he influence he receives in 
the pr achool age has much bearing on his future ears . 
His failure or success depends much uoon :.r ' his earlJ 
training . ls the Chinese home life different than the 
American horne life? A horne is a horne £mti there is no place 
like a home , and it is the same all over the world . rlut the 
distinction is that the American home tends to individu-
alize and encourage inde ?endence , while the Chinese horne 
t o e._p~soz.c 
tends to socialize and cooperat"'lt with the other~ . rthat 1 s , 
a Chinese home may include several fanilies 'Nhile the 
Ameri can has only one family. 
A well-t o-do farmer will build his house with bricks , 
symmetrical in shape and bungalow fashion . The walls are 
oractically windowless but in order to let the sunlight 
9enetrate into the room a skylight is made . Owing to vhe 
superstitions of ( f eun sui) wind and water gods they build 
the houses very low , but in some cases a little attic is 
2~ 
made as store room . An open court is usually found in a 
well- to- do famil , and the rich far · er who has a large 
family will provide his house with seve Tal open courts , 
one in the middle of t ne house , one by the house , or every 
other room , so as to divide the sections of the house so 
that some day this house will be able to accommodate as 
~ ......... o5 
any families as there or A there will be in hi. s home . In 
... 
these courts there hang the cora, grain and clotneB for 
dryino and they may also serve to 5ive sun light 3nd ven-
tilation to the bu't.lding. 
A well built house will h ve its sitting roo1n , bed 
room , kitchen , and some times a room t o receive gentleman 
callers , and some tl es a sitting room for t h e men and a 
sittine room for the wo~en . Much decoration is out on the 
wall while the building is be ine; ouil t, and the color de -
signs involve historical signific ce . In the sittin room 
or the front room is the mant e l on which en idol or an 
ancestral tablet stands . lf the family are devout idol- wor -
shi 1ners idols will be seem about the house in the differ-
ent rooms . In the same sitting room there hang the scrolls 
of congratulation or com;llirnents to the an of the house 
at the time of his marriage or :t a great deed that he did in 
the past . 
A Chinese ,home , if i t consi ts of sever al familie s, 
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gives great honor to the old father and illother and all the 
families must live eat and work in the same house . It 
is the custom of the Chinese that if the son marries he 
must bring his wife to live with his father ard nether 
and if there are five sons in the family they all will 
bring wheir wives to live with the parents and in a course 
o~ tioe these sons beget sons and when they marry the 
must also bring their wives to live with the grand parents 
until the old parents died , them the ~irst fiv.e brothers 
split and make themselves homes, with their sons ' families. 
The Chinese believe as we l l as the Americans "United we 
stand divided we fall." 
' ,, 
A well-to- do farmer or most of the farmers will eat 
the products of his own a and . Close to his house there 
stands a little hut where the rice and all kinds of vege-
t ~bles are stored . In the court yard there is tne barnJard 
for the cows and a pigsty for the ~igs, and he will fatten 
his own ·o ork on the refuse from his table . The chickens 
• 
and ducks too , must have their homes some where in t e ard . 
A child grows up in the midst of a variety of kinsmen , 
that is:grand father, g rand mother,uncles , and aunt, cou-
sins, nephews , neices , brothers and sisters ; a variety of 
animals : such as cows , cats , do~s , chicken , ducks , pi0s ; and a 
varlet of farm procucts : such as , rice sweet potatoes , corn 
I rp~, ~ fh~ -:1; ~
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etc. All this Vlill no doubt have much bearing on his later 
years and on his elementary education . 
B. ILLIT '~RACY OF THE MASS;i;S 
The Chinese are referred to as an educated )eople,a na-
tion of students and culture . The statement is ~isleading . 
lt might be well said that the Chinese hold what they 
have considered to be education in the highest esteem, 
and -trhat they 1 ook up to the scholars with greatest re-
snect and reverence. Sducation is given to tne chosen few 
and among the masses there is a large amount of illitera-
cy. lt has been estimated that out of the four hundred 
millions in China , only five percent can read intelli6ent-
ly,and the education for the Girls has been entirely neg -
lected until the recent years . There are three reasons why 
China is illiterate. 
The first reason is th 2t female education is ne lect-
ed. Out of t he four h~ndre d millions of oopulati6n approxi-
mately half are women , and out of this number only one 
per cent can read. Some conservative Chinese said that wo-
man was made without brain and therefore she should not 
be taught. Another said that ! our beautiful girls can not 
of 
be compared to one deformed bpy. The girl seems to be _no 
value as compared with the boy, therelore she should not 
deserve t ne attention of teaching. The third said that 
learning should be given to the boy only; if the girl gets 
it the boy will have none . Confucius , however mu sh he ad-
mired learning , nevertheless paid no attention to female 
education, but rather said, 11 Women are as different from 
man as e rth is from heaven. The aim of female education 
is therefore perfect submission and not eultivation of 
the mind . " This ooinion still exists in the minds of the 
conservative Chinese . 
Little recognition has been given to the influence 
of the mother over her children, and to the fact that the 
first school for the childre~ is the h ome , and trat first 
teacher is the mother . It is said a wise mother will ake 
a wise son. The first seven years of the child ' s training 
are entirely u der the instruction of the mother. Hence 
female illiteracy will have much bearing on the illitera-
cy of the nation . It is said the hand that rocks the cra-
dle rules the world . 
Although woman has been denied education because of 
her sex,nevertheless history shows that some centuries af-
ter Confucius there appeared some aoble and virnuous wo-
men uith much intellectual ability who wrote classics , es-
sa.~-s , and ryoet-;y and cotnposed nusic. The most well known 
woman educat1 or had written a book called "The Female "ln-
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struction , 11 and this book was read by many Chinese women . 
As time went on the intellectual d~velopdent had changed 
to moral aevelopment , and education was more for cond.uct 
I t I " 
rather th an for the three Rs . 
The second cause of illiteracy in China is due 
the national system of e ducation , and the fact that most 
of the elementary schools i n r ural China are private en-
terprises . The struggle for existence is so severe that 
that poor ha~e l i ttle leisure for education . Owing to the 
heav exuenditure it involves and owinG to the fact that 
children of the lower classes must be wage ~arners at a 
very ~arly period i n their li~es , compulsory education 
be 
will not be "\JOSsible . Hence many will not ,.. educa Led and 
the education will remain onl y for rJhe chosen few . 
The third cause of illiteracy is ~ ~ t the tradi-
tional method of teaching. Truancy and delinquency are of-
ten found in the school . The children regard Lhe shhool as 
a prison instead of paradise . The teacher who has never 
had any training teaches the children wi t h severity ratr-
er than with love and sympathy , and the attitude of the 
child toward the teacher is one of Aear . The curriculum 
consists of no practical work in which the child may exer-
cise his Dhysical body and develop his muscle . For hours 
at a ti. e the ehild sits on the stool shrilling at the top 
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of his voice trying to memorize the meaningless Chinese 
classics . This form of mental deve l opment nas caused much 
illiteracy of tne nation . 
C. WRAL CONDITION R~SULT lNG FROH 
CUSTOM AND SOCIAL SANCTION 
In viewinb the cus toms of the Chinese som6 seem to be 
extremely harmful to the individual and to hamper the 
growth of the nation . Social t ransformation have improved 
the ~oral condition , ~he intellectual condition , the physi-
cal condition , and religious condition even in r u r·al China. 
The habit of opium smoking had gai ned a strong hold upon 
a large percentage of the p opulation f or many years and 
:the tax on opium had gi-ven such a lc ge sum of revenue to 
the government that i t seemed a bnost i~~ossible to check 
the whole s"·stem at once . 'hina was so weak in moral fi l:>er 
that nothing was ac compl i she d . Du]ne s s and dreariness 
seemed to snread everywhere . ln 1906 China began to real-
ize th t ODium had ooisoned her nation , and the t;rowth of 
the consiousness o~ened the eyes of the Chinese to the 
fact that the nation could never be strong until 
evi l was abolished . l.f~l reform s eemed t p be t he 
this 
only 
salvation for China from the curse of opium , f or thus she 
can learn the n rue principle of rever ence for the bod . 
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The custom of foot binding probably originated two 
thousand years ago . It was due to female vanity and a de-
sire to enhance natural beauty by artificial eans . No one 
can descri'Je the pain invol~ed, but the Chinese proverb 
said , "A pair of golden lilies cost a jar of tears . " A 
change has been brought about , due to the work of the mis-
sionaries and the Natural Foot Society. With the u oming 
of the new fashion, women of new China are op9osed to ar-
tificial feet , and the young men too , who ha: received an 
enli5htened education,want their wives to ha~e natural 
feet,and believe that character should come before beauty. 
The prejudice a5ainst wonen is another hindr~ance to 
the progress of the n a tion. Th e stroncer sex dominated the 
weaker sex . To be married is to be in prison . The be unmar-
,.,., ' 
rled is to be disgrace . The wife was referred to as 
A 
"The little stay-at-home . " She knew so little of the out-
side wor~d . Polygamy is another curse in China . A man may 
have as many wives as e c an afford to b~y , and the lives 
of such women were t;5e"Jt~1tl1:ally dee;raded , and even to such 
extent as to lead them to commit suicide . 
Slavery is another curse which had been in 0hina for 
many centuries . The United states could not mananain a per-
feet union with the existence of slavery , therefore China 
can never be progressive with the practice of slavery . 
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This pernicious social custom gave rise to kidnap;ing 
little girls on the st~t to be sold as s laves to some 
wealthy family and often treated wlth great cruelty. Pub-
lic ooinion is bein8 aroused in regard to this matter . The 
equality of all human beings is being recognized by the 
students, and; through the efforts of the mi ssionaries and 
social workers , homes and schools are being established in 
the lar0e cities for refuge for these girls, and to 
them a useful education. 
give 
'rhrough the influence of Western learning early mar-
riage is being discouraged . According to the ancient cus-
tom no marriage could be accomplished without the go- be-
tween: and t1e bride was treated with much ridicule. The new 
cusLom starts with the treatment that marriage is the re-
sult of personal choice on the oart of the constracting 
parties. ln the treaty ports, where the 3ast and West meet 
the Chinese ore more progressive t han those in the rural 
., ;II 
China,but as soon as education advances they all do like-
" 
wise . 
All these social transformation will have much to 
do in the lives of future generation , nd their moral 
character will be tne result of the outcome of these trans-
fromations. Civilization may be said to be at the cross-
roads in China, and now is the time to determine the moral 
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and relig ious character of the nation for the years to come. 
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III 
PR~S:£NT STATUS OF THE CHRISTIANS lN U~AL CHlNA 
" Rural China offers the greatest opportunity for 
Christian service, and whatever captures the rural dis-
tricts will in due time capture the city also. To sow the 
seeds in the villages and market towms would bring the 
greatest result to the kingdom of uod . The Chr~tian 
school in rural Uhina will be the foundation of Christian 
church, and therefore Christian education should have a 
I I 
permanent place in China . 
fl. 
The Christian school in rural China has a distinctive 
character , for in the farm willages a different type of 
schoml is required from that necessary in a large town tr 
city. he life of the people is esse ntially homogeneous 
and the church has t ried to build schools to meet their 
needs . ln most cases the v illage school is fou nd in the 
chapel, where reliGious services are held on Sundays,and 
other religious activities during the week. It is a com-
bined "church- and- school." A teacher fn the village school 
occupies t hree positions . He is a t eacher , for he must 
teach the children six days a week from sun-~ise to sun -
set,as the Chinese require the teacher to do in order to 
I ~~~ ~-ef_ f'f ~Z-:1.~~ - -
fulfill his .duties as r a teacher . He is a preacher , for he 
must oreach the ~ospel to the villagers as well as to his 
pupils every Sunday. He is a social worker , for he must 
minister to those who are in need , and might even be called 
upon to act as elder in the village . For his r eason a 
viallage teacher requires sound training . 
Owing to the laclc of modern trained teachers which 
ai~ .of cours~ the result of p overty . The s chool in rural 
China has a curricultum combining both the old and new 
system , but special emohasis is laid on the three R s to 
meet the raral conditions . Aarket-garden1n~ , hyg1ene and 
good citizenship are also taught,for all these suppl · di-
rectly to meet the conditions i c the village . During the bu~y 
EJ seasons of o lantir:tg and harvesting , the school is usua.ll ,-
closed so as enable the pupil to help in the rice fields. 
This constitute s a vacation . 
The elementary school is a lvided into higher and low-
er prirnaries , but in most cases the village school covers 
the work for the lower p rimary, that is , the first four 
years teaching with one man teacher . When the child has fin-
ished his lower primary,he is pnomoted to the higher f)ri-
mary school wlhich is located on the outskirts of a town 
with which the villages are naturally connected . The hi6h-
er primary covers the work for three years and leads to 
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the ,junior high school . 
A. HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION IN CHRIS'J-
IAN SCHOOLS DURING THE PAST TWO GE !!-:RAT IO S 
To understand the development of Christian education 
in China, it shoula be remembered that the educational sys-
te rn had already existed before the Christi t1 era. 'lhe sub-
jects taught were religlous , rnoral , titnd practical. .but when 
the Christian mission commenced operations durin~ the 
last eentury , education in China was not in a flourishir~ 
conditlon . The schools were for the most part priva~/ at-
tended by a few wealthy children . 
I 
About the middle of the last eentury the interior. of 
Ch ina became onen to missionary effort. Lissionar pio-
neers penetr&ted to all ~ar.ta of the country , and as a 
means of winnins the ~eople, they st arted shhools ~ o edu-
cate the poor children . · ~e mission was opemed first near 
the coast where the missionaies had their first winter-qun~ 
ter. In l d39 , under the auspices of the Protestant church 
Dr . Brown opened t he first Christian school in Maoco. Under 
greai difficulty this school 5rew in mumbers and qualit , 
and it ~roved to be successful in reachine the homes as 
well as the chil~ren . Other Christian schools were started 
throughout the em pire where~ver the ). -;/~ i ~ &-L_~ m 1 s s ion aries had 
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settled. The Christian schools for g irls were even earlier . 
3ack in 1~42, : iss ~rant,an ~nglish woman opened a school 
for girls in Singapore, and nine years later "The SocietJr 
for pr omoting Female Education in the East ,' ' was orc5anized . 
After the treaty of 1~42, five por ~ were opened to 
foreigners. This treaty offered a greater ooportunity for 
Christian rv orl{, and Christian schools v1ere flourishine:; in 
all t h e o lseio ~1ary atations. Today Christian schools are 
found in the villages as a meBns of soreading the Gospel 
and t hey are the found tion of the Christian community. 
I These schools were at first established, not by pro-
fessio nal educators, and not for the oromotion of educa-
tion for its own S' ke, but as means of evangelism . 'l'his 
movement had a small begiru1ing, but through persistence 
and tact, these schools grew constantly in sp1te of con-
siderable op~osition. ln 1920 th e Christian education re-
ports in the survey of Lhe Ch ina Co ntinuation Committee 
states that there are 5, 6')7 schools with 150 ,'('(9 students 
4n the lower primary,and 9~6 sphools and 32,~29 students 
in the higher primary ,elementary schools.: .This total . 6 ives 
193,60~ students in Christian elementary school, 4 . 3 per 
cent of tlie elementary school enrollment in China . Tn~ 
num o~r of students in mission schools l s comparatively 
very small in proportion to the number of children in 
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China,but the influence of these schools is very great 
for the children trained in them have grovm to maturity 
and in mapy cases have become leaders in the 
community . 
B. DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED 
Christian 
It is difficult to realize the obsLacles and op oosi-
tion which the earl Christians workers met in the establi-
shment of the Christan s chools . These obstacles are still 
to be found in the interiou of China , where the missionaries 
are doinG pioneer work . 
1 . ISOLATION OF TOWNS AND VILLAGES AND EXTREME DIFFI -
CULTY OF COUMU !CATION 
The villages and towns are separeated from each other 
by mountains , rivers,and rice fields , The rice fields are 
divided by narrow and crooked paths about a foot wide, and 
wind around so as to accomoRdate the o wner of the rice 
fields . This explains wh~ on tra~elling by village roads , 
it is often necessary to go a great dist ance to reach a 
place not far off . Some of th~e roads are broken beyond 
repair, and !m rainy se a son the fields a.re drained into 
the road , and at such times the road is constantly under 
water. 1n addition to this , the flood comes every summer 
and does much damag e to the homes , and covers the rice 
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fields and roads ~ to a depth of two or three feet so 
that travelling on foot becomes impossible . 
OWing to the absence of railroads and trolley car~ s 
and other locomotive machinery to carry passengers and 
freight, the house boats and sedan chairs are the only a-
vailable means for travelling in certain interio~ parts of 
China. Because of their clumsiness and slowness they are 
used as luxuries and in emergencies . The ordinary villa-
gers travel on foot, and they themselves serve as the beast 
of burden to carry their own freight. The house boats are 
fitted for freight rather than for passengers, hence they 
are far from convenient . When going up the str~~, the rate 
of sueed is about two miles per hour. And often as the ri-
ver is very shallow, the boatmen are obliged to get into 
the water, one at each end of the boat, one pulling and 
the other pushing . Vfuen travelling on land by a sedan 
chair, the cost of travel depends upon the weiDht of the 
person , and the roads o'aer which the chairman have to walk. 
Moreover ,owing to the lack of telegraph, telephone and 
post office com unication the villagers remain practical-
ly isolated as they did many years aeo . For months after 
the Republic was set up in China, millions of farmers did 
not know there vras a Republic , and millions of them today 
could not distinguish between a monarchy and a republic. 
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In view of a l l these difficul t ies and fuinde r ances to 
communication between villages and towns , the Christian 
schools have raany disadvantages , but nevertheless in spite 
of the handicaps , there is tremendous appreciation of edu-
cation . 
2 . CHARACTER OF CH1NESE FARM LIFE 
I 
11 Village life in Gh ina is t he typical Chinese life . 
For good as for evil this village lidie is funda · ental . " 
It must be understood that conditions var y in different 
parts of China . ln most cases the rural population live i m 
villages from which they to to their near- by fields for work . 
Svery two or three days t here occur s a marke t da , but when-
ever it comes , and whether it be more or less frequent , 
market day is the ~reat day in vil l age life . 'l'he main 
street of the hamlet it crowded with the f rrn products 
which the people have brought for sale . The cloth man with 
his bright fabrics and n ot i on f oods , has his counter in 
one conner of the street, and the grain market forms a 
section of the midway . Over yonder is the rice , in great 
quantity , and sweet notatoes too , Right in Lhe market the 
food shops are to be found , where the hungry crow w.a-- stop 
for a qui ck lun ch . 
Aside from the market day , there are the play days in 
which the far .net s take their ~acations . The New Year fes -
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tival lasts two wee~s, at which time the farmers retire 
from their work in the fields and spend their ti e in 
visiting their friends and rel atilzles. Huch time is spent 
in the worshiDping of their idols. 'l'he drac:;on boat festi-
val lasts three or four da~s.lt does not concern much those 
farmers who live inland where there is no river by which 
they cam run the race with the dragon boat, but neverthe-
less they make a ~ig feast for that celebration. The har-
vest moon festival is the time when they worship the moon 
and it is the time of th allksgiving after they have stored 
all their grain or rice in the barn for the ·winter. 
Most of thses farmers can neither read nor write but 
they have much intelligence and comr'l.on sense and are al-
+• 
ways friendly toward the strangers as welll as ~thetr vil-
lage neighbors. They are economical and diligent . The women 
work in the field with their husbands. The children too 
have learned much farm work in their early age and also 
make good use of the limited op oortunity for study and 
have over come all sorts of difficulties in the isolated 
places. 
3. RELIGIOU-S BELI ,J:i'S AND PRAvTICES 
The ~ three .:. religions __.bf" .OJ:~ina; Taoism, Confucianism and 
Buddhism are superimposed, the one upon the other. A man 
may be a believer in all three. The primitive religion of 
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the Chinese is undoubtly animism. The worship of heaven 
has been from the earliest times reserved for t e eoperor 
alon e , but the worship of the people is animistic poly -
theism . 
'l'he general belief of the Chinese is that each bod· 
in endowed with three spirits , one which remains with the 
body in the grave , another abides in the ancestral tablet 
which is prepared for each deceased person and placed in 
the famil·· living room or in the ancestral hall and wor-
shipped by his descendants , while the third passes on to 
the under world for rew ard or _unishment acctordin6 to his 
deeds done in his body . This led to the ancestra l wo ,sh i p 
as the decendants believe tnat the deceased possessed a 
spirit which acquires superhuman o ower,and will be able to 
shower the blessings upon his decendents , and to defend them 
from evil . 
a. 
l'aoism as .4 religious cult is in strict keeping with 
Chinese ani ism as manifested in two foros , nature worship 
and the worship of the dead . 'l'he founder Lao Zu was born 
in 2 .. 604. I is philosophy was ide listie , mystical and 
s oiritual . emples were erected for Taoist 1orstip , anu the 
use of idols in connection with worsh ip, and the chanting 
and dancing exorcists are first reported in the sixth cen-
tnry B. C. This religion craates many superstitions . 
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I 
JConfuclanism dates from Confucius B. C. :,:.,l - 4'(ts . The 
purpose of the founder was not to found a new religion, 
but to hand. down trw ancient religion to the future e;ener-
ations and lay stress on the the ethical and moral teaching 
of the "ouths , Soon atter the death of Confucius he was 
honored not only with the worship wh ich every father nay 
expect from the son, but also with the worshi 0 of his d is-
ciples. By A . JJ . ';/( the worship of Confucius had spread 
throughout the nation and now it becomes a religious 
system de anding its worsh i p . (Confucius was deif i ed b• 
.. 
royal edict in 1906) . 
" Buddh~sJ was wrought to China 2~0 B. C. by ei hteen Bud-
dhist missionaries . It has been said that by 400 A .. nine 
tenths of Lhe nation had accepted Buddhism . De Q;root says 
"Buddhism represents the highest stage of devotion and 
piety to which , to this day , man in the East Asia heel been 
able to raise himself." 1::3uddhi sm soread raoidly <il n China 
and temples we r e erected eve ry.__...where and the people wor-
.. 
ship Buddha as the greatest of all t_ e gods . 
These religions h ave their st~ngth and~eakness . Con-
fucianism display~s a la~k of knowledge of Lhe spiritual 
bein5 and the llving ~od and leads to self~ 'ighteousness . 
"'a ol sm lacks knowledge of the personal God , and is full of 
superstitions . Buddhism believes in no God and no hope in 
J.?~d~~~ 
2- 'Pd, ~n _....:, ~~ 
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the world . 
a. '1'~2e s of worshi2 
~ 
As,. rule the Chinese are religious . ike primiti ve peo-
ple t ey want to worship s ome,_..,thine; t e - can see lfli th 
their eyes and touch with their fingers . The three 6 reat 
religions Taoisn , lionfucianism and Buddhism h c:>,Ve ~ regular 
temples throughout the country . These temples are numbered 
by hundreds, and idols found in these temples b; thousands . 
''he imases are made in human form from a lump of clay or 
a block of wood or a piece of stone , I aol shrines are 
found in the rice fields, or at t he foot of the mountain 
or hill and in addition to these, ~here are idols in the 
~ooms about the house . So , all in all, there are millions 
and millions of these imaees through out the whol e empire. 
These idols are wordhipped regularly the first and tle 
middle of the month , or they may be worshipped in the case 
p f a holiday , or marriage or birthday or when some great 
victory hag been won . The offering involv es rice, chicken 
wine, tea cake s etc. <.:ach idol stands for certaln ~signif1-
cance . ~or exa ple , the road side idol takes care of the 
travellers, the field idol takes care ot t.e field,the 
house idol t·kes care the people ln the house , and the tern-
ole idols r epresents certain divinit ies and must look af-
ter a~fairs in general,hence t hey must be worshipped by 
all the people. 
b . Various ingrained suoerstitions . 
Fun Shui is most important factor in all the Cai-
nese su0erstitions. •ung is wind and shui is water together 
denotinG the beneficlent atmospneric influence of the uni-
verse . 1 t controls the influence of the rvind v1hich blows 
there, and of the shu ~ or rain or water which falls there . 
lt ls then necessarr in connection with the construction 
of houses,graves and temoles. ln building a house or se-
curing a piece of 0 round to bury Lhe eas, a special fung 
shui teacher mu st be found who will indicate the position 
and direction of their various parts , ln buryin0 the dead 
the Chinese are very parti~ular to 6 et the right place 
for the deceased , for they believe that after a person 
dies he will become a god and w~ll shower his blessing 
uoon his decendants . For this reason in case the rieht 
place is not found, the dead may be unburied either kept 
in the house , or in the rice field until the ri6ht place 
is found . 
Taoism became a great curse to Gh ina ~ecause of its 
extreme superstitions . On account of te ar of the evil 
spirits they spen~ their money in all sorts of devices so 
as to remo~e this fear . Nothing can be d one without first 
consulting a priest , and great care must be taken in cboos-
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ing a lucky day . 'he little mirror in the bab;; 's cap is 
to drive out the evil soiri t who mit; t come to ta~{e the 
baby s life . He will be grightened away by the reflection 
of his hideous self . A boy with an earring in one of his 
tk ., 
ears would deceive the devil into tl:linkine; that boy ~1. s a 
" 
girl- , for 8 5irl is 8Up00Sed to be WOrth less than boy in 
China . lhe burnin5 paper at the side of the Braves will turn 
into m terial which may oe made useful in the underworld . 
These superstitious are so nu erous t hat even the Chinese 
themselves do not know just how these suoersti tiona have 
pe ~-
come to oractice ~ , They are a great hindrance to t 1e oro-
6ress of the country , and cause manJ to ~ rive in bondae;e . 
4 . 1 ,POSSibiLitY OF SJCURl1 u bUITA-LE LOJATlO S r'OR 
Sv OOL BUILDlN~S AND PLAY G OUND 
" stablishing a hristian elementary school ln rural 
China involves many difficulties , 'l'he mission funds are 
always limited . ·\There and how to get tne funds for the 
Purpose is the first question for the Christian 1orkers to 
solve . In case the funds are availaole the next question 
is where and how to have the school located. A school 
should not be in the arket , for there is too muc confu-
sion and counter attraction. lt should not be in the ~il-
lage , where the clan systen is too stronu for the Christ-
ian sbhool is for all the classes and all the people in 
4'( 
that district . 
Sone times a rice field between the villa&es is 
bought for the purpose , but the rice field is too low and 
has to be under water in case of of flood . In son e cases a 
burying ground is used . After the graves are re oved tne 
a... ground is used for ~vegetable garden , and a~ter sot e m onths 
that s ~e ground is used for school ground . This 0 round is 
usuallT sold at ver reasonable prices , and since the 
Christians are not superstitious , they find it very con-
venient for making a mission compound , Host the c ildren 
have come fro1 l eathen homes and through ingrained super-
stitions they insitt tnat t hey see ghosts wal~ing in the 
building and the ground . In addition to this difficulty 
t. e Func Shui superstition demands that the school build-
ing shoul d have only a few small windows , and the build-
~ng should be built onl- two stories hi3h . These difficulties 
are found every where . Religious training will help to re -
move the foolish idea . 
? . VARIED TYPES OF PUPILS IN THF.: fiSSION SCHOOL 
The Gospel of Jesus Christ is to 6 ive good tidinbs to 
the noor , to bring release to the captiv e , recovei'ing the s-c.;ht 
to the blind , to set at liberty them that are bruised . ' he 
Christia oo school i n rural China s tands for evan0 elism as 
well as philantnnopy and mental development and character 
building . There are varied types of pupils found in the 
mission school . Those from heathen homes 'their parents 
~a forbidden them tDrear the Gospel J but ,t rou6h hearin0 , 
their faith comes . There are those from Christian homes 
whose ·parents expect them to be future Christian workers . 
There are those from the nee;lected homes who come to tne 
school for refuge. 1here are foundling children and the vi-
dows,all of these difrerent t·pes are under the same roof 
and under the same Gospel teachine; . Like all the children 
of the world they have their individual differences , but a., 
bove all they represent many varieties of age , te1 perrunents, 
dispositions and home~ . But nevertheless in spite of their 
individual differences and varied types of home represented 
_ a W; n .;"'\6" ')'1 eSS To 
there is learn Jand in their mental capacity the compare 
. /'\ 
very fevorably v<ith the city children . 
lV 
AIH A1TD PURPOS1i: OF MORAL AND 0HR1STIAN EuUCATION 
The fundamental principle of morality involves intel-
ligence,for the child must be able to discern right and 
wrong . The feeble minded children are in nost cases 
morally delinquent and they cannot be taken into this ac-
count . Moral responsibility depends on personal choice . 
Moral conduct not only concerns the individual but it af-
fects the coomunit~ for throu6h his actions societ reaps 
the harvest , as well as the individual himself . Moral a nd 
religi ous education both aim at righteousness and both 
control under the moral ideal , but the religi ous ideal has 
a dynamic character wh ich the moral ideal does not possess. 
It is not only loyalty to Christ but control of self , that 
is bi one's conduct , through motives from within . Christian 
education in China includes all tyDes of education and 
provides an education that permeates every aspect of 
school life with the Christian spirit and theus by its 
content and its methods meets the deepest spiritual need 
of the students . 
A. TO DEVELOP CHRISTIAN CHARACTER 
The aim and purpose of moral and Christian education 
in the elementary schools in rural China i•s to develop 
Christian character . It is said that character is the man's 
true self and a rnan without a character is 1 ike the salt 
that lost its savor and is thenceforth good for nothing but 
shall be trodden under the foot of man . 11 A man rna: have 
many advantages , he may have great possessions, he may do 
great deeds to win distinction but without character he 
is become as sounding brass and tinkling cymbol . '' • or 
character is the man and therefore his highest achieve. ent . 
The birth of Christian character may be dated from 
the Person of Christ who is the source of its power and 
goal of its inspirations , Christian character rooted in 
Christ as a distinct ty:,:>e can only exist by giving up 
the sinful desire which had been weakened the character 
during the time past . The distinctive aim of the nission 
school is to build Christian character and to lay strong 
emphasis on morality. The moral ideal cannot produce moral 
trustworthiness that we call . character for there must be 
added to the ability to perceive the principle the will 
to act "in accordance with it . The moral -a11:tion of the prin-
tive tribe extended only to their traditional envrionment 
and chan5e of situation of foreign ideas frequently brought 
about their down .fall. The same is true with the 
"-' 
Chinese 
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children unless they are taught to perceive the principles 
and \~1 will to act accordingly , the result will be a 
failure. 
The fundamental principle of Chri stian character con-
sists of four essentials , namely ; 
1 . Cultivating a consciousness of God , 
2 . Attaining the ideals of Jesus Christ , 
3. Awakening a sense of social responsibility , 
4 . Engendering a missionary spirit . 
1 . CULTIVATING A CONSClOUSNESS OF GOD 
How to cultivate a consciousness of God in the mind 
of the Chinese child i n the elementary school whose atti -
tude to a Uod is fear, and who thi~s of God as a jealous 
God and an avenging l.I-od, is a basic problem . Moreover the 
Chinese , like the primitives , worship the material things ,-
the things they can see with their eyes and touc with 
their fingers . A piece of wood may be called god , a piece 
of stone set up may be used for a god, a piece oof paper 
c l,.; /d 
on the wall may be substituted for a ~od nte,..._ sees gods every 
where ; in the temnles ~ in the road corners , and in the ho~es. 
He does not feel g od every~where , for the Chinese child is 
extremely afraid of the dark . The child is taught to wor-
""' ship these images merely as outward performance, but \lith-,... 
out any idea of a divine being . 
a 
ln order to cultivate the consciousness of God who 
sees every'-"thing and knows everyJhing we must lead the 
child to think of God as a father and special friend , The 
relationship to God changes under such as idea of t!e 
Divine and there is ~ade possible a comra~~hip and commun-
ion with !l ir:1 . The child may turn to Him for help and t;SUid-
ance, and c;radually he will learn that God is not only a 
friend but the Creator of all things. ln t is way the 
thought of the Divine Being enters into the mind of the 
child and he realizes that God is ever;-,· ........ where 11a. relation-
ship with mankind . His attitude toward God beco es one ot 
reverence and confidence . 
To cultivate the consciousness of God the child must 
of 
have an idea what Uod is . Like other children of other 
A 
lands a Chinese child has a keen imagina tion . He some_J:,imes 
pictures God as a giant living in a foreign uountry for 
all he knows is that the true God comes from the foreign 
land,~bd 1s brought to us by a missionary . He some~ti es 
thinks that the missiOY.lary is God because she shows kind-
ness to him . He often askes many amusing and uuzzine; ques-
tions . To cultivate the consciousness of God the teacher 
must present to the pupil the idea that God is ~ot only 
some~ne , but some_pne who will call forth feelings more 
than reverence and awe. He is a God who should inspire 
~3 
loyalty,devotion and love. 
2. ATTAINING THF. IDEALS OF' J SSUS CHRIST 
''Christian educ81tion is the introduction of control 
into experience in terms of Jesus Christ , " says Dean 
Athearn. ln t eaching about ~od through Jesus Christ the 
pupil lear"fls tO know Him wh o is the day > the Truth, and the 
life. Jesus is both a :teligious and moral teacher. He came 
to reveal G-od and to explain the kine;dom of llod to man-
kind. He taught man with authority not as the Scribes and 
Pharisees . In t he Sermon of the Mount his teaching 9ene -
trates beneath the out ward action and lays eophasis on mo-
tives with t he inb.er soring of action . He seeks to trans-
form the heart as He. said, "Except a rnan be 
not enter the kingdom of God." 
alf<>~--
bornA he can-
Jesus is not only a moral and religious teacher but 
he himself lived his teachings. He went about doing good 
and preaching the :klng dom of lJod . His mission was to preach 
good tidings to the poor , to proclaim release to the cap-
tl~e;the recoverin~ of sigh:b to the blind , and to set at 
liberty them that are brulsed. 4oreover He suffered hunger 
and thirst for the sake of saving human souls . ne tasted 
death for every man and oade himself perfect throuGh suf-
fering. The young ruler claimed to have kept the law, but tk-e. 
one thing he lack-eJ was the inward surrender of heart. 
Jesus was the greatest hero that was ever lived . He 
was faithful and loyal to His Father 1 S will, Ee was true 
to his disciples and shoW2d forgiveness to His enemies as he 
said "Father forgive them for they know not what they do . ' 
He was perfect ln all his ways, and his virtue had mani-
fested in Hls character . ~he child in the elementary 
school is a hero worsl( oer , and as soon as the story is 
related to him he is stirnula:ted and thrilled by His hero-
ic deeds . 1f the exam')le of Christ be transimitted to the 
lives of the ')Upils and become s part of their lives , the 
desired result will surely be ottained . The child should 
be taue,ht not only to be loyal but he should be taught 
what loyalty to Christ means and should be led to grow 
under the ~reat ideal of Jesus Christ . 
3 . AWA1\ENING A SEr~SE OF SOCIAL R~00NSIB1L1TY 
lf the child is led to grow under the ideal of Jesus 
Christ "Who came not to be minis t ered unto but to mini-
ster , and gave His life a ransom for many , 11 a sense of so-
cial responsibility will be awakened within him . The 
children in rural China have limited a experience and .... nar-
row outlook,hence their thoughts desires and efforts are 
all for themselves . ~he1 have no sense of the rlght'i. of, o-
thers , no'\ sense of resoonsibility for their hapoiness.The 
objective of religious education is to motivate this pro-
cess of socialization by reli5ious sanction . When the pu-
pils are taught to love ~od this conception should be de-
v e loped into a workine principle and the ideal of help-
fulness and service should be grounded and put into prac-
tice. Social responsibility is e s sential in teaching re-
ligious education. The pupils must be taught that the know-
o"'ld t~~t 
ledg e they gain is t h e experience of others Athey must 
first love G-od and then t he ir fel lowman. "We are all members 
one of another.'' uur deeds, and our fate affect others and 
they affect us. lf the right instruction is given the spir-
it of belpfulness could be easily develo ~ed even in ru-
ral China. ln some mission schools social service hss been 
already in operation, for t he s rJirit of sympath~ love and 
all other qualities of v lrtue are found. in all the true hu-
man life . 
4. El LT"""1W.t.!:.H. U l.T A rH SSlUNARY SPIRl T 
As soon as the Fa therhood of G-od and the orotherhood 
of man is taught in the school the splri t of world - wide 
relationship becomes pos 2ible in the minds of the pupil, 
and they can be taught to realize that t hey are all broth-
ers ,not the brothers of the family nor the boys of r is 
neighbors nor of the city but of t h e whole world . They are 
bnothers of all races and of all n ations . The m1ssion ary 
spirit is thus engendered. They feel the responsibility to 
~6 
lead others to the kindgom of God and they must advance 
His l{ingdom . 
The alm of' the Chrlstian school in China is not only 
to convert t he pupils to Christiani ty and to have them 
join the church but they ~ust live a Christian llfe and have 
Christian character , and t hey must knovt that the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ depends upon them for its spreading.lhe high-
est motive of the Christian sch ool is evangelism. ~ the 
early days the missionarles opene d the Uhristian school 
as the means of bringing the pupils under ~he influence 
of the Christian message, but now the inflpence snoulu be 
apread by the pupils to th'e community. rJ lssionary instruct. 
tion lS essent~al in religious educatiDn. The children in 
rural China are no exceptlon~and Slnce there are varied 
tynes of puoils in the elementary school there ls off ~red 
a greater opportunity of mlssionar· servlce, for they have 
come fror,l different clans different villages and consist 
of a variety of temperaments and of home trainings. It is 
more ne edful that they be taught how to exert this spirit. 
B . TO DEVELOP :TORAL CO JDUCT THROUGH THE 
ESTABLISHM :NT OF RIG'T HABITS 
Life depends on habits and habit lies at the root of 
all civilization. Dewey calls it a "function," of experiGnce . 
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He says that "All habits are demands for certain kinds of 
activity-------They furnish us with our workint; capacities. 
They rule our thought , determining which shall qppear and 
be strong and which shall pass from lisht into obsecurity . ' 
There are right habits and there are wrong habits and these 
habits control in human nature . The establishment of r-ight 
habits gives moral character . Moral educaLion aims to de-
velop m~ral conduct throut_;h the establishment of right 
habits . 
l. PERSONAL HABI'rS 
Bodily health i s the foundation personal morality . 
1 t has been shown by modern research that moral delinquen-
cy is often due to ill health,disordered nerves and ooi -
soned blood current . Althoueh health itseld cannot cuaran-
tee happiness nor 9rosu~rit , it gives ereater outlook on 
life and elves one a greater ambition to serve the c~mu­
ni tJ . 
a . Physical exercise 
First anong the agencies to promoLe personal morality 
through good health is ~hyslc l exercise which will 
strenb~en the muscles , relieve the internal congestion , 
stren6 then the heart and lungs . Aristotle believes that 
physical training is a means for the development of good 
moral habit and for the controling of the irrational pas-
sion and appetites . Plato in his educational ideal t oubht 
that e sch oupil s ould have t Q(~ and a half -ears for the 
pursuit of gymnastic exercises at the time m ost favorable 
for forming intellectual ,_ taste and habits . For man cen-
t tl rles past China's educational systeo haS: failec::. to oro-
vide the physical development of her youth and in .tarr 
cases the educated men failed to carry out their literary 
career because of their one sided development . 
b . CLEANLH\ESS 
Good personal habits involve cleanlin~ss . Since moral 
and religious education aims to promote body inu and soul , 
cleanliness has much ~o do with the health of the individ-
ual snd we are morally bound to practi ce it as virtue and 
as a matter of moral obligation . Personal cleanliness ou5ht 
to be made a requirement of ever pupil and he snould be 
made to wash his hands and face before entering school . 
The habit of cleanliness can be easily developeQ and es -
tablished in the life of the pu'Jils and rna'- remain per-
manently . These habits como onl y repetition and exer-
cises of the pupils and when that habit is established 
then the value of cleanliness will be recognized . 
c . Hygiene and sanitation 
Personal habits also concern hygiene and sanitation . 
Since the body is subject to moral law it is our duty to 
?9 
develop that l aw so a s to secure the highest pussible ef-
ficiently and to avoid every thing that ha.pers its growth . 
According to h·giene the welfare of t he bod1l- organism 
is dependent of our syrrounding~, the kind of food we eat, 
t he kind of water v;e drink , t h e air we breathe, the amount of 
sleep we take an~ many other things which relate to the 
upbuilding of our bodies. 'l'he duty of the good citize n is 
to keep the law of hygiene and sanitation. Dise a ses and 
sickness are not only concerned with t he individual but 
also a~fect the welfare of the community. It is needful 
that a course of hygiene and sanitation should be intro-
c duced into the curriculum of the elementary spool for in 
many c a ses in rural China medical attention is impossible. 
In order to avoid sickne ss the health of each pupil should 
be well cared for so that he may reader the best service 
he c an in his future years to hi ~nati on and his church. 
d.Personal apoearance 
The best personal habit will develop the best per-
sonal apperance.In order to develop self-respect,the in-
dividual must have a wholesome personal ap~earance. This 
does. not mean that the pupil should have his new suit of 
clothes every day,but he must at least know how to comb 
his hair before entering the school,and his clothes must 
be tidy and cl e an. In order to win the respect of others 
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the pupil should have self-respect,for self-respect is 
the very cement of character,and without which character 
will not form nor stand. Not only the clothes he wears but 
the manner in which he speaks to hls teach8r and those of 
his class should be regarded as important.Ile must be 
taught to be courteous,orderly,and quiet. 
2 . MENTAL HABITS . 
'l'he function of habit is to make action sufficiently 
automaticc so that attention is released from it and left 
free to turn in other directions. There are thousands of 
ideas presented to the mind every day,and it is out of or 
f~om these that the self makes his choice. 
a.Correct thinklng 
eligious education alms to develop the mind to think 
correctly,for the success of society depends largely upon 
the men and women who have learned the art of clear think-
ing,and who can do their part in solving the world's pro-
blems.Moral training t ends to direct thoughts lnto the right 
channel. Man differs from animals in that he is able to 
think, and thinln ne; involves and requires the full equip-
ment of the human being .Dewey delf1nes thinking as "A matter 
of following up and testing the conclusion suggested by 
the factsana events of life. The thinking roots are found 
in original nature of all human beings . "Thinking develops 
I nlnflW~ c.-( W~ . rta . i ~ P. 1 70 
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early but children think less than adults and are very in-
accurate in their thouehts because of their limited ex-
perience~' The character of children s attention renders 
thinking difficult and their mental life is not systema-
tized and they ac ~ept everything that is said . 
In the field of religious education tho pupil should 
be tuaght to think correctly . Sometines the teacher should 
tell the pupil to feel the l esson , to bel~te the story 
and to remember it,but very little emphasis has been put 
on the thought of the lesson . If this c ild is tau~ht to 
think of the lesson he will then gradually think in reli-
gious terms,and the habit of thinking will be carried o-
ver to the r ~ ligious acts . 
b . Deep feeling 
ental habits may develop a deep feeling . Feeling is 
an essential element in consciousness . The real deep feel-
ing heie;htens vitality,f'or without feeling man cannot achieve 
nor learn. There are elementary feelings which include a 
sense of pleasant and unpleasant,pain and pleasure, and 
the complex feelinGS are the emotional feelings, sen-
sational feeline;s vrh ich involve ideas and images and ten-
dencies to actioo . In childhood the feeling eenter is the 
self;in adolescence the feeling is more concerned with 
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the others and in late adolescence the feelin concerns 
v1i th ideal, becuase he has greater outloo c in life and a 
broader experience.In the field of religious ~ducation the 
e0 oistic feelincs,the altruistic and the ideal feelings 
should be carefully developed in the lives of the puoils 
in their respectlve ages , so as to secure the desirable 
end . They . u ct be taught to feel the relie;ious atmosphere 
and the consciousness of C:l-od 's presrtence from the depth of 
their heart. 
c. Effective willing. 
Religious education should develop effective willing. 
'l'he reagent of consciousness is the will . Will is the or-
ganized self in function and also the expression of the 
s ·l:t'. A man without will vrould be like a locomotive with-
out a boiler . The will is the directive activity of psy-
chic life and makes both intellect and emotion dynamic 
and makes the life terminate in action . l'he will makes the 
youth 0 00d or bad. Some possess stront; wills ,while t-he o-
thers weak wills. Some say "yes" and nev er act; others say "no '' 
but will act.There are two)kinds of will,the will to act is 
outer v1ill or volition, and the will to t h ink the inner 
volition. 1n the field of religious education the Wlll 
should be developed more ef f ectively so that the individu-
al will attain to the hiGhes t efeciency and grow up into 
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a true moral and reli~ious adult . 
3 . JORAL HABITS 
Morality lies at the foundation of the social struc-
ture,and society cannot be maintained without justice , 
truth,honesty and industry. It is the essential condition 
of its p rpetuity.Man is under two opposing forc e s out he 
is allow c; d to have his own cl oice. The law of the spirit 
and the law of th o fl e sh are continually pullin0 against 
each other. 11 For the t' lesh listeth ae;ainst the 8p1ri t, and 
the Spirit against the flesh ; for these are contrary the 
one to the other,that ye may not do the ~ings that ye 
would." ( Gal . ~ :l7).Paul found hlmself sold under sin and 
he could not do t he things that he would. He tried to do 
good,and evll is ever present with him . Relibious education 
tries to bring out the best of the indiv idual and help 
him to conquer evil pass1on , and to devel on h iS moral habits . 
a . l'ruthfulness 
~ oral habits involve truthfulne ss . Truthfulness is 
essential to moral growth and personal v igor;and society 
cannot be maintained without nutual confidence. 1t has 
been recorded in the Chinese classic that in the beginning 
man was perfect and good . Vfuence comes about falsehood? The 
two opposing forces are found in a ~ l the races since the 
creation of the world until 1926 and will be eternally . 
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The Chinese children whose training has been denied 0 lve 
way to t e evil force,so consequently enter into many t~np­
tations and become crlmlnals. There are t oree factors 
whlch threaten t e child's natural truthfulness, ima01na-
t1on,fear and desire. The Chinese livinG in the land of 
superstition and su1rounded oy Lhe fear or ~he idols in-
sist that t hey see · osts walkinG ln the class room 
and school ground,chlldren tell lies oecasue the fear of 
punishment. Some Wlll tell lies because they want to be 
praised and to 0 ain honor . Heli6ious education ls to de-
velop the splrlt of truthfulness so as to promote moral 
-rowth . 
b~~~~§;~ 
Moral hab1t-d8velopment requires courage . Moral and re ~ 
ligious education t ,nd to qualify the mind of the pupils 
to distinguish between mere native boldness , as as thinG to 
be desired but havinc; no special moral end and true cour-
age that stands for ~he defence ~f the best thin3 s in life . 
It takes courae:.;e to steal and to lie, but it a.lso t :J.kes 
courage to t ell the truth. Courage sho1ld be developed so 
that the person will stand by his own ourpose and ideals . 
Like Daniel who had the courage to abide by his true pur-
pose and dared to stand alone. True courage will develop 
the inner perfection of the will. lt is not merely a self-
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restrain , the checkin::; of injurious. impulscs , bu ... e;ives rise 
to the hi3her positive virtue of self - dlrected activity . 
c . Obedi 8nce 
Moral habits r equ ire obedience ,willingness to @ive up 
for the t_, Ood of the cause.Obedi .nee springs from the soul 
of ~he ch1ld , ha~in6 its roots in Lhe lrnpulses . Sug6estion 
. . 
gives rise to the chi ld 's obedience for most children are 
very cr ~uulous and obedience is eRsll y se cured . The Chinese 
are tau~ht fro tne beginnin0 Lo obey the paren ts and as 
. 
they enter school they aretaught· to obey the teacher , 
but for what reason they obey ~bey do not know . Religious 
. ~s lo 
education wil1 give ll[)ht to the reason"' why and how they 
should obey the rule so that the children will obey will -
lngly an Vlitb ':"' .1arrntn of affection toward the teacher 
or parents , and.-not with the spirit of drudt,er' and hatred . 
,d . Perseverance , endurance , and oatience . 
oral habits will enable the child to develoo the 
soirit of oerseverance , endurance and patience . A cn tld as a 
~ . . ~ 
fule ~ i·es tless because e ery part of his body is ch ang-
-ing,his brain is 5 rowing and he has a different attitude 
toward llfe . His mind wanders and he as no lasting atten-
tion . Someti es he junps t o_ one thine.; and then .:t o another . 
Sometimes he wants to be a hero , somethimes he wants to 
be an adv~nturer or someti es he wants to be one of the 
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greatest men on earth . He has many da dreams of his future 
years . religious edu cation teaches the child to attain to 
the highest ideal in life and hold fast to that ideal . It 
teaches him not onl'tJ- to be a hero or to be an adventurer 
but to be a useful being in socitey a worthy citizen of 
his country and a good Christian . ln order to do this he 
might have to go t hroue;h nan hardshi?S and ~eet any 
failures . eligious education calls forth the pursuit of 
the highest ideals with greater energ·J with stead- and 
active fidelity in the midst of obstacles. and opposition . 
I ) 
' 
e . Fa:t_!~~§.§. nnd_l':!~tice 
As a rule many children if not under the rie;ht training 
are self-centered . They will cheat in the games and in ex-
aminations~If this evil passion is not checked it may af -
fe ct the whole community and it may e::;row from childhood 
tQ eternity . The lesson of fair~ss is best tauGht b the 
G-olden Kule 1 "All thint3 s therefore whatsoever :fe would 
·that man shoula do unto you , even .do ye also unto thef'l . " 
(; at t . ·r : 12) , or - by 
-th-at 
not others should do 
)\ 
) . Confucius Sll ver 'ule ) "What ye would 
un to you , do not unto tl em . 11 Relig1ous 
educatlon leads the child to perceive that prlnciole and 
act accordingly , for no society c&n be maintained without 
fairness and justice . 
f . Self control 
6'( 
·!oral education involves self-control. Self-control is 
the most im'Jortant thing in nersonal life, for it deter-
mines the ·tan . The child comes into the v;orld under two 
opposing forces . Self control enables the pupil to with-
stand temptation . fhere are 1nternal forces such as the e-
vil desires , sex passion and the external forces which we 
meet in our daily life . Self- control requires a will to 
govern the impulses. ln order to attain the desired end re-
ligious and moral education open the path to solve tnis pro-
blem and to conquer evil acts and thoughts . 
C. TO D2:VSLOP A CO ;~CT PHILOSOPifl OF LIFE TE:aOUGH 
THE CREATIJ t~ OF LOYAL'rY , H.JV.!.. J£r\..;E , LOV.'.. , 3 .LPAT"iY _'C . 
Religious education is vitall- interested in the de-
velopment of the aesthetic suirit of the child . The child 
in rural China has greater opportunity flor the develop-
ment of aesthetic feelings tham a cit child . The glory of 
the mountains calls forth reverence and awe . 'l'he beauty of 
the sunset , the sublimity of the starry hea~en heibhtens 
the vitality of the rel1gious experience of the child . ..!..ven 
the Psalmist exclaimed , ''When I consider thy heaven , the 
work of thy fingers , the moon and the strs , which thou hast 
ord ained; what 1s man that thou art mindful of him? and the 
son of man that thou visitest him? (Ps . ~ : 3 , 4). And a 6 ain 
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he said . "The heaven, declare the glory of uod and the f.ir-
manent shovreth his handlwork . " (.t's .l9 :1) . The child sees 
Uod in nature and to l{now nature is to know LTod and t.o ) 
bring man into harmony with his Creator . 
ln looking earth-ward the child sees the beautiful 
lake and river that serves for navigation and the distant 
forest that gives fu e l in the homes and ) in his immediate 
environment ,he sees the beautiful flowers , the trees J the 
vegetable carden and t h e rice fields. All these are his 
object l e ssons . He learns t h at eve r · food and ncrfect gift 
is from Uod , wlth whom can be no '0ariat1on. 
The puroose and a i m of religious education is to ae-
velo9 the correct philosophy of life through the ap~reci-
ation of nature and in that aporeciation there is cre nted 
the soirit of reverence, loyalty and love of the higher 
values. A suirit of sympathy and helpfulness towc.rd those 
under him and toward himself 1s engendered . Thus he r:1a~· 
be fille d with the soirit of hopefulness , self-con tennent 
and brighter outlook upon life . hus he will become a~ ac-
ceptable moral and relig ious individual in the world . 
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THE CURRICULm FOR i10RAL AND RELIGiOUS EDUCATION 
As atated at the beginning, the educational system 
in China was not formally organized. There was no differen-
tiated teaching class, no technic that called for special 
preparation and professional skill. As civilization deve-
loped the educational s stem grew from the simple ana prim-
itive to the complex and modern forms . A Chinese educator 
said , .; ,rhe ancient education is for self but the modern 
education is for others." ln order to meet this denand the 
educational s·stem must undergo change , and this change 
will find expression first in the curriculum. For the 
uroblem of the curriculum has been found to be at the very 
center of the reconstruction . The curriculum should be dr-
. 
namic so as to prepare to meet the need of the succeeding 
generation , for each generation differs w1th respect to 
their social back ground , their immediate env1ronment their 
opportuni t,- for learrning , and their 9hysical and mental en 
dowment. The curriculum should involve a definite aim , and 
the a im must be attainable . l'he result should be a practi-
cal outcome in action and character so that the goal 
sought will be real and lasting. 
A. I 1-<:'rHODS lN TEACH1Nli HEL1G10N AND 1WRAL) 
Human personality is not lawless but · its develGp-
ment can be guided . Capacity for moral conduct , and spirit-
ual nature are part of the matur al endowmwnt of man and 
the developnent of this sDir i t u al nature i s the great ob-
ject of religious education. The success attained in devel-
ping the S8ir1tual nature of the individual deryends larbe-
ly upon the method, 1oral and religiou s instruction in-
cludes the ohysical , the inf ellectual , the emot ional end 
~e. 
the social in relation to s~iritual. For this reason the 
desired result to be attained 1s more complex and dlffi -
cult . There is therefore a speci al me t hod required so that 
the individual may grow up into a complete being . 
aethod in reaching religion and morals may include 
various means in its teaching , namely ; 
(1) Utilization of the pupils' uast experiences 
(2) uestion method 
(3) Discussion me t hod 
(4) Stor method 
(?) Dramatization method 
(6) Self expression through hand wor k 
(7 ) Per i odical and daily worship . 
1 . UTLILZAT10 ' OF THE PUP1LS 1 PAST E"P~ 1 ::~1 CES 
The children who gr ow up !fi rural China have the ad-
vantage over the city children. Their life is cl oser to 
nature. In look inG uo to the aeavens they see the glory of 
God through the heavenly bodJ.es and 1n the firralilent t_ay 
learn his andiwork . ln looking downward they sec the 0 row-
ing th1n5s, the trees, the flowers, the vegetables in the 
garden)and the rice field, They may learn that uod gives 
increase to every thing that grows, All these may be the 
actual exuerience of the oupils , and the teacher will have 
the opoortunity to use these experiences for his object 
lesson for moral and religious J.nstruction. The teac er 
may give such lessoms as those about the sunset, the beau-
tiful moon light the dii'ferent stars1 l\ovv all these obe · 
the order of the universe. The study of the soll, the crops) 
all these things that uertain to the farm life) are most 
interesting to the pupils . Then too their social condition 
in the homes, the honor they show to the elders, their love 
and sympathy to the younger mem~ers of the family can be 
used as object lessons for moral and religious train-
ing. 
2. QU~STlUN ETdOD 
B:ver child id endowed with inquisitive inst1nct and 
this instinct should be devel ope d and made satisfied ac-
cord ing to his need . The curious desire 1.s more pronounced 
with the children in rural China than those 1n the city 
'(2 
for their knowled;e o:t' tt1e outside things is very limited 
and what they see eflch day 1s very monotonous . The pupils 
should be encouraGed to ask questions so as to ~ive the 
teacher a chance to discover the religious content of the 
pupils and their mental ability, what they do and do not 
understand in the lesson . Questions from the teacher are 
~qually important , for they are a means of testing knowledg~ 
awakening and maintaining interest, strengthening the mem-
ory and developing the thought process of the pup il. 
Ur . J . P . Sloan has g iven four methods of questioning . 
1 . "The question should t>e clear o..nd it should be so 
put that only one answer iS possible . " 
2. "The question should be brief , with the pupil bre-
vity is essential to clearness . Moreover it is required for 
maintaining attention•" 
3. ••Questions should stimulate thouGht. This will set 
him thinking." 
4. "Questions shoul d be put in logical succession .. lf 
the pupil ' s knowledge is to be ascertained the question 
must be put chronolog ically or with reference th the tlme 
when the event occurred . " 
3 . DlSCUSS lUN .uiET1I OD 
Since there are varied types of uu~ils in the mis -
sion school there offers a good op oortunity for the discus-
' · t· . ,J~ ;!~ ~ ±:. ~ P. fO'-+ 
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s1on on the subject of religion and mor als. Questions and an-
swers are valuable but the discussion method offers great-
er opportunity for the pupil to express his own ideas and 
thoughts . The pupil should be encouraged to express his o-
pinion of subjects given in the class and to bring fresh 
materials for the 0.1scussion . D1scussion furnishes lnforma-
t1on ,1nspires the class for further achievement and ·a-
rouses the interest of the pupil not only in his own cir-
cle but 1n many other circles of his age . Discussion fur-
nishes sugl>est·ion and inst.ruc1on , for the different i deas 
and ooinions exoresse J in the class will aad a greater know-
ledge and better understanding of' the question o:t: religi on 
and morals. 
4 . STO.H.i ~.~.:!:'l'HUlJ 
ln early times the story const1 t uted a means of educa-
tlon and even in Paul's time , it was said that ''All the A-
thenians and s \ angers which were there spent t heir time 1n 
nothing else , but either to tell or to~ hear new thinGS · ·• 
Gaesar also said of' the Gauls ) "For among the Gau.ls 1 t is 
customary for ~illagers to compel' travellers to stop , even 
against their will , and to demand t'rom them the news of the 
a.ay .lnclted by what they hear they ~requently start great 
undertaklngs of Wh lCh they soon r epent, since the travelers 
often tell t hem imaginary happenings so as to pander to 
I en~ ' ct~ (?d , f->_ I 1-3 
'(4 
thelr tastt>- for exc1 tement . '' ( CommentarleS. on the Gallic L 
War, 1 V,? .). 'l'hls shows that 11an has a desire for advance-
ment, Wlthout Whlch man would not be an intelligent be-
1ng . 
The punils 1n the elementary scaool are st1ll 1n the 
pr1m1 t1 ve stage when myth , fable, allet,;or' , par• a ole , l ebend, 
stories of h e roes ~ nd heroines) blography and h~stor are 
related to theo ; The~e 3ngender a s pirit of symnatny and 
lov~ Dnd ln he aring their ViCe~ and Virtues With vleir cor-
resoondlnG rewards and pun1sh~ent the puolls Wlll be nore 
careful what they , do 1n thelr dally living . 4oreover the 
1,'1"\. 
stor vnll avraken them the desire to do good ana. free rrom 
.., 
evil . 
The story may be a means of conveyinr; truth and can be 
used to teach reli5ion and morals , If the story involves a 
moral content, it will affect char acter and conduct . he 
moral situation as embodied in the stor - sho~ld be care-
fully put before the pupils so t at the influence will be 
felt in the lives of the pu~ils and will establish him in 
those virtues which constitue the foundation of bo od char-
acte r . A well told and nlanned storJ- is valuable . lt removes 
a 
individual differences and brings them intoAcoomon ai and 
Th.~ 
nurn ose . StorJ" secures :i;tntEWt3s.t ,, stirs i 
. .., 
gination , arouses 
The.. 
experience . Ctory touch-
A 
curioslty , awakens a desire for new 
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es the heart and awakens a feeling which creates r'loods 
that make possible the establishment of ideals . 
~he art of oresentinc the story should be carefull 
studied . lt must be presented with ease and natural noise, 
the voice should be cle c.r, the vocabulary · used should be 
within the pupils}knowledge and every word should be pro-
nounced distinctly so that there should be no misunder-
standing of each word used and thereby fail11~ to grasp the 
whole meaning of the story . The story should be told sym-
pathically and lovingly and the material presented 
should be in such a. way so that the aira and ideal will 
be attained . 
5 . DRAMr;TIZAT l ON mTHOD 
Among primitive people drama VIas usea as an express-
ion of prayer to the unknown e;ods . There was a wide range 
of dranatic rites and observance through which the savae;es 
hoped to gain the g ood will of the deities . When "j: ain was 
needed for the crop t hey poured ouF water on the ground . 
ln like manner the Chinese like the orimitives believe the 
) ) 
dragon who is supposed to control the .w _ ter of the uni-
verse can grant their •1is.he s for rain , so they ITorship 
the dragon vrhicn is repre sented in a crude lmat,e . But never -
theless draAa has a ~reat many valuable functions . Through 
drama the savage was taught the common standards of rnor -
'(6 
ality,duty to the tribes,courtesy to elders ans obedience 
to the king . G-reek drama r~ad its origin in religious cere-
monials and the drama in the early Christian church aimed 
to interpret the Christian religion to the uneducated peo-
nle . Through the relie:;ious pageant men have expressea the 
deepest feelin§ , their inmost d~sires , their highest aspira-
tion toward God and their fellowmen . 
'l'he elementary school Jupils are living in a perJ.od 
of imagination,a period of imitation and a period of hero 
worship and they take interest in every thinG. vramati -
zation develops the soirit of companionship and an awa:.Cen-
lng social consciousness. ln dra1 atization the exect action 
is required and in so doine; habit and skill will be for ed . 
I f the ula is to teach moral and religious truth t~e pu-
pils are bound to learn the lesson as they have actually 
-J 
practiced. Through the ola they learn courtes~ gentleness , 
fair Dlay , kindness , bravery and the other christian virtues. 
Drama widens one's experience and increases :-novrlede;e tJe-
sus made plain His teaching by the use of symbols,figures 
of s~eech and aralles . r aterials chosen should be suited 
to the need and capacities of the pupils and must produce 
moral and relie;ious value to U e audience . 'lhe play should 
create an appreciation for all the better things in life 
and move man to action. 
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6. SF:LF XPH11~SS10N THHUUUH HA1 1D WOLK 
" o impression without expression . " said - Pr_ofessor 
James , "An impression wfuich sinpl flows in at the pupil · s 
eyes or ears and .Ln no way modifies his active life is an 
lmoression gone to waste." lnstruction a nd information are 
a great source to ideas, but expression even 5oes farther for 
it g ives and fixes i deas , develops skill and forns habits . 
.IJurinc; the last two decades modern e ducators have come to 
recognize the fact that the hand should play an 1mportant 
role in educat1on . The public schoo ls have begun to recog-
nize its educative value and have cdded a course of rn.anuaill. 
training and domestic science. to the curri c ulum . The prob-
lem of disci~line is often cornaletely solved by furnish-
in& the restless and active nuoils an interestin · occupa-
tion . 1ioreover the ouoil will learn t at work is no longer 
a drudgery but a joy . 1n the realm of religious education 
self expression through hand work is essential . In many ca-
wh.-e.:re-
ses the lesson falls to interest the class , hand work will . 
I'o draw maps , cut out oictures , make des igns etc . will pro-
duce self-activity and self activit of the pupils is ab-
solutely essential in moral and religious education . 
·r . PZHlrJDlCAL AND DAILY ',/0 SH l P 
The most essential means in teaching religion and 
morals in the elementary school in rural China is by d a i -
' ~~, JA !A~ r. :n 
'(8 
ly and periodical worship . The Chinese children were taught 
to worship their cads in a spirit of confusion and excite-
r1ent end m-any Jutward perfo cytn ances were shown such as 
burnin5 the fire crackers , oouring the wine on the 5 ound 
)\ 
bellevlng that their g ods will driruc it,or bu~ing the in-
cense and oaoers to the e; ods so that they will be able to 
of . . 
make us~all the things they offer to them . Christian wor-
shi~elieve that "God is splri t and they tl at worshio Him 
must worshin in soiri t and in truth1 " 'and that "God is in 
His holy temole 1 let all the worl d keep silent before Hi~ . " 
The effectiveress of the worship depends uoon the s~irit-
ual atmospher~namely the spirit of reverence . I n man ca-
ses time and strngth have been lavis ly 5iven but the ra-
diance of God 's presence is dim and the work resulteG in 
failure . Reverence is most essential in worship . 'l'he pupils 
should be taught to realiz e that God is umnlpotent, Omni -
present and Omniscent so that they know that uod is in 
their midst while they sing , pray and read the Scripture . 
The aim of the Christian schools is to develop the 
consciousness of uod in the hearts of the puDils . 'he orn-
ing worshiu is often conducted by the t ercher and the e -
vening worsh ip by the pupils . l::lesides the daily wars ip 
there is the mid-week praye~ meet ing, the Sunday Sc ool , the 
church service , the Christian ~ndeavor and othe r religious 
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worship. All these tend to develop the pupil's conscious-
ness of t.:rod and to recognize Him as the Father of mankind 
and all nen r~~ ~rothers ~elonging to t 1e sane family . 
I:lan has a religious nature . The primitive man wor-
shipped for the sake of pre tection and believed that there 
is supernatural pow~r~ This power Vlill give 1 or help them to 
get J the things they need . The main function of worship in 
more highly developed religious is to help man to seek re-
lation with the Divin~ and by believing in uod,there coces 
confidence,comfort and moral strength to control conduct, 
and in acknowledging Him as the supreme moral ruler there 
comes victory to overcome their moral conflict. 
The heart of worship is prayer . 1n teaching the oupil 
to pray ,the pupil must first learn to have a pure heart 
and to get away from all the undesirable ide a , for onlJ 
the pure in heart shall see Uod . 1f the puoiJ can focus his 
attention toward LTod his expression will be real . By uray-
ing to God he should feel a sense of ~atlsfaction and Joy 
of beinE with God and feel the holiness of being in His 
, 
presence. 
' ~usic ~s a n aid to worship , for nearly all the hymns 
are written for the purpose of religious worship) to en5en-
der love,joy,loya]N~reate enthusiasn , produce reverence , 
console man in time of trouble and the/ have the oower to ) 
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stir e~otion . Singing produce a unif ing oower and will in-
duce the children to act togetl er) and bind each other in 
one Ghristian faith . I f the song selected is adanted to the 
need and capacity of the pupil and if the song is well 
sung it will oroduce a spiri t l) al atmosphere which will in-
spire the puplls to appreciate ~ true religious worship . 
Since worship has to d o vTi th the soul· s appreciation 
of ~od ,the Bible should be used in all reli5ious worship, 
and must be used .. ~everently . A well read and chosen pas-
sage from the Bible will s tir the ernotlon , increase the spir-
1tual knowledGe and 1nspire the pupils with a greater love 
of God if t.ttey know His essc.ge to them . .Paul said , "wery 
scripture inspired of Uod is also profitable for teaching , 
for reproof,for correction,for instruction which is in 
righteousness:that the man of uod may be complete,furnished 
completely unto every g ood work . " (2 lim . ) :l6,17). 
e. [AT..!. lALS USBD FOR T81 CHll ~ RELlLTION AND TORALS 
Materials for teaching religion and morals aim to 
shape the lives of the pupils and to st1mulate and guide 
their growing experience . ln selection the materials dif-
ficulties are often confronted . People s till insist that 
the traditlonal method is better but the modern educators 
think that new methods are the best . lt is not so much as 
tn 
to the time , but the only question that should be answered 
is BS to the best material to accomplish the desired aim 
and to meet the sniritu 1 development of the pupil of the 
present generation . We should not reject materials because 
tlle ere old , nor should we reject them because the- are 
new . 
1 . BIBLE STOI-U£S 
The sources of religious materials Rro ver' broad and 
rich , but amonc; all the materials used for teaching reli O' -
ion and mor, ls thf' Bible is the most acceptable material~ 
of all . As it has been state~ ~t bible teachin5 occupie& 
the center of vrorship , and the same is true in the makin'- of 
the curriculum) the B1ble should be in the center. 'l'he na-
terials taken fron the Bible possess a spiritual signifi-
cance whether they are capable of being fully understood 
at t he time or not . The sacred books of other . religions 
have exerted an influence on religion and morals but none 
of them have the power to insuire , to motivate and to direct 
human experience that is founJ in the bible . 
'l'he Old Testament and New •restament contain an enor-
mous anunt of story lore . 'l'he story of Samuel and his obe-
dience to the voice of God , the story of ~oses who un-
der God's care was saved> and his call to service , the sto-
r.:; of J ose")h who forgave his brothers, the story of Daniel 
who dared to do righ~ 
J 
the story of Jesus1 and hosts of 
others are . . lndespenslble materials for moral, and re -
ligious teaching . hese stories aopeal to all ages and all 
grades of mind . uod is alwaJ·s found in the Bible stories 
and the stories introduce uod i d ot eir own ooint of view . 
~he Bible inspires man toact from the right motive and 
find peace and coofort . 'l'he Bible stories aerve as the 
means of making the oupil conscious of uod in whom he lives 
and move ~ and has "being·. 
2 . SEL~CTlON OF ,rATS lAL FROH CHI SSE LITERATURE:,-US-
TORY ,l310U APHY , AND OTHER VALUABLE LITEHATU E FROM OT I 
COUNTRIES . 
Confucius laid a strong emphasis on morality and 
throughout his teaching , morality was his chief subject . 
He and his followers contributed the following elements 
for morality , namely;purpose , poise , earnestness , thoroughness , 
slncerity , truthfulness , purity of thought and action , recti-
tude , prudence , fearlessness , firmness , lowliness , benevolence , 
eJ 
tz>road- mind"'ness, charity , oderation and the Silver ule . 
Confucius believed that in order to gov 9rn the state well 
one should govern his family ; in order to govern tne fa -
ily well one should cultivate himself ; wishing to cultivate 
hi self he should rectif his puroose; wishing to rect1fy 
his auroose he should first think sincerely . He traced mor-
ality fror the depth of the heart which flows outward to the 
state . Confucius did not put emuhasis on future life . He de -
clared that he did not know the present life fully , how 
could he now the future life . Yet he believed th.at· the're 
was a heavenly king who ruled the universe and rr<.n should 
pray to hiM . Moreover he believed that there was a doctrine 
that v ould save man from future punishment , and said that 
if a man heard the uoctrine in the morning he would be in 
safety' even if he died in the .eveninc; . 'l'he stories of the 
:tife of Uonfucius , of .lencius of Tze- chung , 'l'sang· and man 
others may be used for moral lessons to teach the pupils 
in China. Confucius and his disciole~ have render ~ su-
prene servlce to China , because their ~oral judgment ais-
nlayed b~- their teachinc; and their reverence to tl1e elders 
haa been ~ept even up to the uresent time . 
The present day educators believe that the materials 
for moral and religious educ tion could be found in is-
tory , literature,bio~raphy , and other valuable literatures 
from other countries . The examples of ashington , Llncoln , 
Hoesevelt and many others are a source of inspiration and 
information to teach the s9irit of heroism , of self sacri-
fice , of uatriotism and their aubmission to the noble cause . 
'l'here are the missionaries of the cross , such as obeit ~~or­
rison , David Livingston and many others who gave tneir lives 
for the ~ospetl sake J that the people to whom the went might 
be delivered from the bondaee of sin and receive life . 'lne 
great and good nen of the past serve as models for the youns 
and often arouse in them an adm1rat1on and create a desire 
to follow their example . 
3. PICTU E$ AND ~mSIC 
Professor Baily said . "Art is man 1 s ex;Jresslon striv-
ing consciousl- for beauty. Vfu en relieion finds expression 
, 
that is beautiful art has arr ived." 'l'he Egypt ta.an drew pic-
tures and made designs for relie;ious purposes. 'l'he pyramid 
i~ £gypt was built for religious interpretation . The ~reek 
art began in religion. Art became Christian after years of 
revolution. When Nero had persecuted and killed the Christ~ 
ians,the Ghristians inscribed the sepulchre of death with 
mystic signs to indiccte that a brother lay there but was 
unknown to the world . Since them art has t;one. through many 
chane;es,and is now able to follow its own course and has 
developed rnany functions . 
'l'he Chinese in rural China , like the primitives , still 
depend upon the material things to interpret the spiritual 
lesson. 1n givin8 a bible lesson to the children the teech-
ha~ 
er /\ found the picture_,s most helpful and the.. draw t e child.-
,. 
ren like a magnGt so that lesson taught ;; ill be ,nore real 
and lasting . Pictures make the less·ons more conprehensible, 
I ~~. ~.._.:.. ~ e~~ 'P.I3 
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arouse tbe interest , stimulate feeling,thought,l oulse and 
illuoinate the story lesson. 'l'he picture of the uood Samari-
tan wi.ll engender the spirit of love and sympnthy and deve-
-lop the lesson to love one's eneo . - The ?lcture of Christ 
before Pilate may be used to teach self control,for in the 
midst of injustice Christ held his peace . There are others 
that can be used for moral and religious instruction. 
an _ 
4 . INT-rlPR~TATION OF TRUTH 
iO 
In order e onvey the truth to the pupil there .ust be 
A 
between the material and the unil . The 
most important position in rel ' gious eeucation i the in-
terpreter . The interpreter connects heart with heart , spir-
it with spiri L in the proces::, of thinicing and in deep feel -
ing. The teacher is t~e interpreter of the truth and he re-
presents God in his high calling . Henry Van Dyke thinks 
that what makes the school Christian is dtte to-. tl:le spirit 
of the. teacher working with pupils and helping them in 
all ways to think and feel and act according to Christ 
Jesus . 
a . Function of the teacher 
A teacher of religion is a leader and he must put him-
self in the pupils ' place and be their friend and adviser . 
He must know the physical condition of the uupils for in 
many cases ill health produces delinquency and truancy and 
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incites to moral wrong- doing . He must know their home con-
dition and their environment so as to know how to develop 
them morally . The teacher must know the reli~i ou~ condition 
of the pupils,for many children in the miss i on school are 
i:~ 
from heathen nomes and~ Christian religion must presented 
to them wisely . The teacher should seek the conversion 
of the pupils and the develooment of their Christian char-
acter . The influence of the teacher is oost essential . Jesus 
Christ left no formal books of instruction but relied upon 
his followers to propaeate his teachings and today His in-
fluence oermeates man· lives . 
b . Requirements to be met by the_~eacger 
Since the Bible furnishes t he most effective materi -
als in reliGious education it is necessary that the teach-
er should have a real knowledge of the Bible , so as to en-
able him to interpret Goa ' s word more intelligently . He 
must !:lave knowledge of biology so as to understand :the 
physical development of h_s ounil. He must have knowlede5e 
of philosophy , psychology and sociology so as t o understand 
human nature and the needs of the present society . He must 
have a sound moral character and a vital Christian faith . 
He must have love and sympat hy with youth and be VTilling 
to deny himself for the sake of their welfare . Dean Atrrearn 
has said , "No school can do efficient work without ef-
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ficient teachers, and religious education has the tech-
nique peculiar to the nature and ends of religious exper-
ience." 
5 . SCHOOL DISCIPLI~ AND 8NVIRONM~NT AS ,',fEDIA OF RS-
LIGION AND MORALS 
It is quite natural that religious and moral educa-
tion should begin at home , but most of the homes in China 
from which the children come are neither Christian nor a-
ble to teach morality to ,the children . Therefore the rnis-
s:ton schools have the greatest opportunity and t he great-
eEt responsibility to teach the neglected children ~oral­
ly and religiously. The Christian school aims to develop 
Christian character and Christianity should begin to rn8tivate 
in the school and among the school mates . The pupils will 
be taught th res ·8ect each other and to serve the best in-
terests of the whole group. The orderliness and neatness 
of the school will awaken him to t:1e fact that orderliness 
and neatness from without will invite orderliness and neat-
ness within. There is a vital connection between clean 
surrounding and a clean spirit, and the same is true of a 
cle an hand and ·a oure heart . In order to attain Christian 
atmosphere the school must have a Christian faculty whose 
influence will pervade the whole school . 
a . Attentive resoonse 
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It is often dis~overed that in teaching religion and 
morals attenti0n from the pupils is wanting . This is due to 
the fact that the subject matter pr 2sented is dry and un-
interesting . In order to secure attentive response the les-
son should be prepared to meet the natural interests of 
the oupils so as to aro~se his curiosity and create a de -
sire to attain what is good and right and other elements 
of virtue . The ele~entary school pupils are in the age of 
the hero worshioper . The influence of the teacher secures at-
tentive response readily from the pupil and they often put 
special e fforts to t h e things t : ey learn so a s to please to 
t1e teacher . The social ap9roval will also induce the puoil 
to pay special attention to the things he is required to 
learn. Through special effort the puoil will acquire a high-
er form of inter est , and the subject is no longer a 
but a oleasure . 
b . Class room soirit 
bore 
To develop the right spirit in the class room , so as 
to enable the oupils to grow morally and spiritually the 
room should have pictures of great men , nature pic · tures, 
Bible oictures and animal oictures . They serve as valuable 
lessons and are inspiration to the pupils . The plants and 
flowers may brighten the spirit of the room and through the 
plants and flowers the puoils will develop a spirit of gra-
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titude to God who makes all things bright and beautiful . In 
order to maintain the physical health of the puoils the class 
room should be well ventilated , good light and fresh · air. 
The pupils should take turns to oversee the orderliness and 
1ht\t 
cleanliness of the room. It is saidAthe goverrunent which go-
verns the least governs the best . This means that the govern-
ment which uses only the necessary amount of compulsion and 
develops the sense of responsibility in the government is .the 
most effective . The ultimate object of this is to enable these 
children to take their places in society . 
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VI 
CONCLUSION 
PRESENT OPPORTUNITY AND ITS DEMAND FOR !WRAL 
AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN RURAL CHINA 
In the foregoing chapters we have learned some thing 
about the educational system in China, how crude and simp le 
in its beginning,how eager and persistent the peoole are 
to have education and how the whole nation reg ards educa-
tion as the most e ssential element in building up the na-
tion. Through ups and d owns and countless 
nese e ducational s~stem has come to the 
The present status is still inadequate 
changes the Chi-
present status. 
and the develop-
ment of an adequate curriculum and methods is still far from 
being realized. 
Down through the ages the Chinese educa tional system 
made a soecial place for the development of virtue for 
moral development is the highest aim in the Chinese educa-
tion. It was believed that the Chinese are born g ood in na-
ture but the ~ood nature must be developed throu6h educa-
tion. As it has been stated every individual is struggling 
between two forces, the evil and the good are constantly 
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' pulling each other. The good seeds grow and the weeds also 
appear;unless they are checked sin and vices will dominate 
the good character. Confucius said, 11 A gem unwrought serves 
no useful en~ so man untaught will never know what the 
right conduct is." Thus it is seen that education is the 
essential element in the development of conduct. 
China is one of the mos t illiterate nations in the 
world . Roughly speaJcing there are four million children in 
the government schools and about one mill ion in the Christ-
ian schools making the total five millions children out 
of the total ? Opulation
1
four hundred millions . It has been 
found that five out of every hundred can read and there 
are ninety-five out of every hundred who never know what 
right conduct is . The maj ority rules , there sin and vice rule 
in China . In every countr · of one thousand villages) compos-
eo of !'!lillions of children , one mie;ht find a school in only 
one half of them . Hovr long can the moral integrit~- of a 
nation be maintained when ninety -five out of every hundred 
of its children receive no moral an~ religious education? 
The de~and and opportunity for Christian eduction is tre-
mendous. 
The opportunity for Christian education in rural Chi-
na i s even greater . The rural far~mers with their narrow out-
10 ok are much bound to tradit ional habits with regard to 
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their religious beliefs and their social customs . Religious 
instnuction will enable them to see the evil influence of 
many of these traditions and customs and develop a better 
type of living for both body and mind . Under these consi-
derations the present demand for moral and religious edu-
cation is tremendous . 
A. THE PROGRESS OF THE COUNTRY DEPENDS UPON 
THE CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OF THE HASSES 
It has been stated that morality is the foundation of 
society for no society can be maintained without honesty, 
truthfulness,justice and social co-operation. The Chinese 
believe that education is the foundation of character of 
the individual and Christians believe that Christ is our 
sure foundation, so we feel sure that Christian education 
is the sure
1 
firm foundation of Chinese society for the fu-
ture. 
The aim of Christian education a-s;:. has been- state<i to . 
} 1\ 
develop Christian character) and Christian character will 
develop the consciousness of God so the.t1h~Christian may 
. 
feel Him every where . The Christian must exh&bit the char-
acter of Jesus Christ. Those that possess that charac~er 
will live as Christ would live , and will follow in His 
steps. Christ taught the fatherhood of God and the brother-
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hood of man . In following His teachings they will develop 
a sense of social responsibility and feel that the whole 
world is a big family, and must share in sorrow as well as 
joy . A true missionary spirit will engender faith in· the 
true Go~.and will also develop devotion to Christ as the 
Saviour of the world. 
The aim of Christian education is to develop moral 
conduct throug the establishment of ~ight habits. There 
are personal habits which include physi cal exerciese,clean-
liness,sanitation,hygiens and oersonal appearance. The men-
tal habits include correct thinking,deep feeling and er-· 
fective willing . The moral habits include truthfulness, 
courage,obedience,perseverance,fairness and self-control. 
Religious education will develop a ~orrect philvsophy of 
life_ t11rough the creation of loyalty , re~erence, love,sym-
pathy etc. 
Since Christian education possesses all the qualities 
of · virtue,if the masses in rural China are tau6ht reli-
gion and morals , the progress of the country seems assured. 
Therefore the Drogress of the country depends upon the 
Christian education of the masses . 
.8. MORE AND t10RZ THE PEOPLE ARE RECOGNIZING 
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
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Religious education has an increasing power and in-
fluence over the lives of the people.People more and more 
recognize the fact the religious education meets the 
needs of the'individual's life and will make him a com-
plete person. The curriculum is made to meet the need of 
the individual and the basic method is to use ~he pupil's 
past experience. The question method, storJ method,dramati-
zation method,method in self expression throu0h hand work 
and method in worship are very helpful to develop the pu--
pil ohysically,mentally,morally and spiritually. Materials 
for teaching religion and morals are .found mainl - in the 
Bible, sel~~tions from Chinese literatures and literatures 
of other countries. Under these considerations. Christian 
e ducation is being recognized more and more by the people. 
During the past de~ades Christian schoo_b have sprung pp 
every where. In former y e ars the missionaries nad to g o to 
the high ways and hedges to 
furnished all their school 
compel them to come 
expenses, but today 
inJ and 
the mis-
sion schools are ~rowing very rap idl y ins oite . e fact 
that high tuition is required of the pupils and the ouoils 
must provide their own room and board. In former years the 
mission schools were lool{ed upon with disdain but today 
the mission schools stand on the same level with the other 
schools maintained by private enterprise or the government, 
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and in some c ases the ~ission school stands higher . Some 
of the gentry prefer to send their children to the mission 
school for they find the teaching of the mission school 
motivates conduct . Mission schools are in great demand 
especially in rural China . ~any mission schools are self 
supporting, that is to say , the pupils pay the fees to main-
- u'le:Ly h12. ~,~ 
tain the school and support t he teacher instead o~ support~ 
by any missionary organization,but the schools are tau~ t br 
Christian teache~· and maintain all Christian character , that 
is,they teach the Christian religion as a~ essential element 
in the curriculum . 
C. CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IS TIE FOUNDATION FOR THE 
SPR!:AD OF TH~ CHRISTIAr RELIGION AND FOR FUTURE 
PROGRB:SS I, DEH00RATIC GOVERNM ~NT IN CHINA 
If China is to become a democratic country as most 
progressive Chinese hope , universal educatlon is inoerative . 
Where the bulk of the population cannot read.,ttrue democra-
cy is impossible . The Chinese sages tauGht that the people 
are t ' e foundation of the nation, i f the nation is firm 
then the nation will enjoy tranquility . 
The greatest aim of the Christian school is to teach 
religion and.religion will motivate in conduct as taught by 
Jesus Chr i st. It is to evaDbel~ze the people and bring them 
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w~ 
to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ,that thos~ believe in 
Him should not peri$ h but have eternal life. The Christ an 
schools are to develop Christian character . Day in and day 
out for eight to nine months of the year the puoils live 
in constant fellowship with the missionary and. Ule native 
teacher,their lives and examples are a constant inspira-
tion to the puolls and the Gospel message whi ch they hear 
each day bears directly upon the ?las tic lives of the "':JUoils . 
The Christian schools are creating an intelligent consti-
tuency for the church in China, and the primary func-
tion of the church can be fulfilled only through the 
noral and reliGious education of the individual. Christian 
schools are preparing the pupils to take their places in 
the Christiahized community, and are furnishinG the trained 
leadership for a growing church and for the spreading of 
the Gospel in various parts of China. These schools are 
spreading the Christian influence for the welfare of the 
people . 
Christian education exerts happiness in the homes, 
creates an intellectual atmosphere in the community,opens 
schools for girls as well as for boys, sanctir~~~childhood, en-
noble~ motherhood ,dignif.~manh ood and puri~i~ every social con-
dition. Christian education is built upon the idea tl at God 
is a moral order. The Chinese have had this same idea of 
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God for over two thousand years. 
The Chinese government can never attain progress 
without Christian education and China can never be a true 
democratic country without a true Christianity as its ba- -
sis. Therefore Christian education is the foundation for 
the soread of the Christian religion and future urogress 
in denocratic government in China. 
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